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ANtA FE NEW MEXICAN
GENERAL JOHN W.

CHINESE EX

BROWNING

CLUSION ACT
Will Be Rieidlv
Adm

Enforced

The

nistration Thoroughly
Satisfied.

JOINT STATEHOOD BILL
in the House Seem to
Opposed to it Time Will

Democrats

"

Be

Tell.

April 9 In the cabinet
meetings and in the conferences di
rectly setween the executive heads of
departments the whole subject of the
status of the Chinese. Immigration
question as it will be after a lapse of
the existing treaty has been thoroughWashington,

it may be state! that
the administration feels that It has
ample warrant for continuing to enforce the rigid provisions of the Chinese exclusion act of 1892 regardlesa of
the denunciation of the treaty by the
Chinese government.
Questions the President's Authority.
Washington, April 9 In the House
today Cockran of New York spoke on
his resolution directing an inquiry by
the judiciary committee as .to whether
there was any authority In law for the
recent executive order relating to the
pensions for age disability.
The Joint Statehood Discussion.
Washington, April 9 The majority
and minority views on the joint statehood bill recently reported, were filed
yesterday by Representatives Hamilton of Michigan and Moon of Tennessee, respectively.
Mr. Hamilton reviews the provisions
of the provisions of the bill at length
and urges the necessity and justice of
ly digested and

admitting the southwestern territories

as two states.
The views of the minority are signed by Representatives Moon, Lloyd,
Robinson of Indiana, and Thayer. After a lengthy discussion of the bill, the
minority concludes with this expres-

sion:

"Should the Republican party pass
this bill, wicked as it is in its denial
of rights in representation, and partisan in ail its material details, it will
but afford another indecent example
Of the suppression' of individual, territorial and national rights to subserve
partisan ends. Even more than that,
it is a surrender of the power that
sovereign states would exercise in the
union if constitutional methods were
followed in the admission of the prothe inposed states. It minimizes
fluence of the west and southwest in
that citadel of federal power, the Senate of the United States.
"We are of the opinion that it ultimately will be better for the union
that the territories opposed to 'consolidation shall be denied statehood, under the theory of this bill, Indefinitely,
than that the conditions which will be
forced on them in an unnatural union,
should exist."
members of the
The Republican
House are to meet In caucus on the
statehood bill early in next week to
agree respecting the consideration of

EXPIRES

Denver, April 9 General John W.
Browning, who was the organizer of
the Pacific jurisdiction of the fraternal
organization known as the Woodmen
of the World passed away yesterday
at Mobile, Alabama. He was almost
62 years of age, having been born in
New York City in June, 1842. He was
appointed melter of the mint in Denver
in 1888 by President Cleveland, and
after serving two years in that position resigned to take up. that of the
Woodmen in the Pacific jurisdiction.
The rapid growth of that fraternal organization is recognized, as the result
of his untiring devotion to the order,
and to the able qualities of organization and executive abilities possessed
by him. He has been continuously
the head clerk of the Pacific jurisdiction since its inception and, In fact, its
practical head. He was also a member of the Grand Army of the Repub
lic and many other organizations. His
remains will be taken to Denver for

interment.
SHOOTING

A
An

AFFAIR.

on the Life of
W. C. Greene But Fails.

Attempt Was Made

New York, April 9 An attempt was
made today to shoot W. C. Greene, of
the Greene Consolidated Copper Comassailant gave the
pany, Greene's
name of J. G. Goodman who said he
was a machinist and that he had been
robbed.
Goodman has been in the city since
last September, having given his ad
dress as Nogales, Arizona, and has, it
been representing a
is understood
mining companyat Sonora, Mexico. It
is alleged there has been some differ
ences between Goodman and Greene.
When Goodman was arraigned in
polfce court Greene testified that Goodman lay in wait outside of his house
today and that Goodman came up to
him and said: "You are the man I'm
laying for. Now I'm going to kill
you." Greene said he rubbed against
him and felt the revolver in the man's
pocket. Goodman followed him to his
office, Greene added, and was there ar
rested. According to tho police two
revolvers were found in Goodman's
pockets.
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STILL RAGING
Feet Above the Danand Luxira,
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ARTESIAN WATER AT PORTALES.

Was Connected With Many Traction ' Portales is congratulating itself upon the fact that water was struck in
Companies and Other Enterprises.
the artesian 'well, which is being bored
9
E.
W.
Clark, within the town limits. The water
Philadelphia, April
head of the banking house of E. W. was struck at a depth of 265 feet. It
Clark & Company, one of the oldest is the intention to 'sink the well to
financiers of this city.died today at bis 600 feet, at which depth it is expecthome in Germantown, aged 77. He ed a heavier flow will be encountered.
i
was identified with many traction com$25.00 to Calltornia.via Santa Fe.
panies and other enterprises. .
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SO

A FAMOUS

CIETY COLLECTION

WEA

bent to bt. Louis For Exhibition
the New Mexico Building.

in

MINING SUIT

The New Mexico managers of the In Which Nearly One Million DolLouisiana Purchase Exposition at St.
lars Was Involved Decided
Louis, have been in consultation for
By Supreme Court.
some time with the officers of the Historical Society, relative to the selec- tion of suitable objects from the society's collection for exhibition at St. DOYLE VERSUS BURNS
Louis. The society was anxious to aid
as far as possible, without impairing
to too great an extent the appearance The Decision Reverses the Findings
of the rooms in the Palace; as the
of the Lower Court
Suit First
number of tourists this year will naturin
1898.
Brought
ally be largely increased by the great
numbers who will visit the exposition
and then proceed to the Pacific, and
Des Moines, April 9 Th decision
the historical rooms are usually the of the District Court at Council Bluffs,
Chinese Roads Impassable for Vehicles first 'place of interest visited.
Iowa, in the case of James Doyle
The board of managers concluded against James Burns, the president of
St. Petersburg, April 9 A correspondent of the Associated Press with that its principal need was that of ob- the Portland Mining Company of Cripthe Russian outposts, writing from
jects of ornament and Interest with ple Creek, Colorado, was reversed by
on the Yalu River, under date of which to decorate the territorial build- the Iowa Supreme Court, a decree of
March 19, describes the fearful state ing and make it attractive and the se- the lower court gave Doyle $119,922 to
of the roag' j and the journey from lection was made with special refer- gether with interest and the costs.
Feng Huaug Cheng to Antung. The ence to that view. Commissioner Ar- The case became famous by the suit
thur Seligman acted for the board, filed in which Doyle claimed nearly a
road, he spys, is impassable for
cles. A correspondent depicts Antung and President Prince for the society, million dollars in payment for interas a miserable collection of hovels, the and the following articles were se- ests in various mining claims which
inhabitant of which, on account of its lected and carefully packed for trans- form a part of Portland Company.
Suit was first brought In 1898, and
scarcity, caiinot afford timber for fuel portation by the experienced hand of
Jake Gold: Large antique copper bell has since developed many sensational
and use straw instead.
The country between Feng Huang made in the Territory; twelve Indian features. The Portland mine is one of
baskets representing various tribes the
largest and best paying mines in
Cheng and Antung is sparsely settled and
weaves; two paintings on Buffalo the Cripple Creek mining district of
The Chinese avoid the high roads, preskin; eight old paintings on canvas; Colorado.
fering the mountain fastnesses.
one Mexican rawhide trunk; one very
Mines Placed in the Yalu.
old painting on hewn wood; one MexWashington, April 9 U. S. Minister ican bridle elaborately ornamented;
destate
Fekin
cables the
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Conger at
one Buffalo hide shield painted; collecpartment that U, S. Consul Miller at tions of Pueblo Indian stone impleNew Chwang has been notified by the ments,
embracing the following from
Russian authorities that mines have the Pueblo
Homestead Entry.
of Laguna: One round mor-te- r
been placed in the river but that the
The following homestead entry has
and pestle, one square morter and
neutral ships will be conducted in and pestle, one stone disc, two stone ham- been made in the local United States
out of the harbor In safety.
mers, round, three stone axes, one land office: No. 7889, April 9. Ignacio
sec
SE
Mexican morter. Collections of ten Gallegos of Blanco, W
Japs Before Port Arthur.
Paris, April 9 A dispatch to the stone idols of different types, loaned tion 11, T 30 N, R 8 W, 8t acres in
Temps fri'Vl St. Petersburg, says that by Governor Prince. All of these ar- San Juan County.
some of t'.e enemy's snips appeared ticles sent are of superior quality and
Final Homestead Entry.
before Tov" Arthur last night but re- they will add very much to the interThe following final homestead entry
tired wher discovered by the electric est of the territorial building. Gover- has been made in the local United
,
nor Prince also sent a small collection States land office: No. 3343, April 8.
searchlights.
SE
stone idols for exhibition in the an- Thomas M. Denton of Raton, S
in
Corea.
of
'Troops Landing
NW
SE
lot 4, section 35,
Paris, April 9 The second division thropological building.
T 32 N, R 24 E, 150 acres in Colfax
of the Japanese army is, according to
County.
a St. Petersburg dispatch, now landing
The Black Sea Reserves.
in Corea. Extensive army maneuvers,
St. Petersburg, April 9 The mobill Sessions of the U. S. Court of Private
Land Claims.
a correspondent adds, are being or zation of the Black Sea reserves is neA session of the U. S. Court of Priganized for Finland, where a large cessitated in order to fill vacancies
Tucis cantoned.
force of r'orj-ccaused by the drafting to the far East. vate Land Claims will be held in
on
son,
convening
Arizona,
Tuesday
e
It is expected a similar mobilization
Efficient.
leet
The Jar-i.'- next. There is but one mat.fr to adjuNagasaki, April 9 M. Hirose, broth will come into eifect in ihe Baltic dicate by the court, that is the surmonth.
a
naval
er of Takeo Hirose, the
officer, provinces within
The
An authoritative denial is given of vey of the Soniota Land Grant.
who heroically lost his life in the encourt will convene in this city on Mon
on
reverse
rumor
a
Russian
March
on
27,
the
that
at
Arthur
Port
gagement
instant; there will be but
a
the Yalu, which was circulated in Par- day the 18thdone
held a reception on the battleship
unless the survey of
little
very
at Chemulpo on April 2 which is today. No official telegrams were
three land grants located in Dona Ana
was attended by the foreign naval of- received from the front today.
County are submitted to the court for
ficers in the port. In a speech he
approval
by the U. S. surveyor general.
said the efficiency of the Japanese fleet
is done the business of the
this
After
LEADER
MINORITY
as
a
result
diminished
had not been
will
court
be closed. There will be
of the operations and that not even a
at
the session Chief Justice
present
TO BE HONORED
torpedo boat had been lost.
R. Reed, Associate Justice Henry C.
Sluss and Associate Justice Wilbur F.
A Strong Sentiment in Favor of Giv- Stone as well as Matt G. Reynolds, attorney for the United States with the
ing Him the Chairmanship.
FROM 3,000 TO 10,000
court.
Territorial Funds Received.
Washington, April 9 There has
ACRES OF PUBLIC LAND been
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn
a strong sentiment among Democrats in favor of showing some distinc- today received the following public
Wanted For a Colony Requirements tion to Representative Sharp Williams funds: From J. P. Mitchell, clerk of
of Mississippi, at the next Democratic the Third Judicial District Court,
Necessary Information Asked.
court fees for' the quarter ending
national convention.
been about determined that March 31, $609.30. From Secundino
has
It
The Buseau of Immigration has re- he shall be temporary chairman of the Romero, clerk of the Fourth Judicial
ceived a communication from Sioux convention and make a
speech which District Court, court fees for the quaris
information
City, Iowa, wherein
will forecast the attitude of the party ter ending March 31, $708.30. From I.
asked as to a tract of from 3,000 to
N. Jackson, treasurer and
in the campaign.
acres of public land whereupon to
collector of Otero County $11.56, taxsettle a colony. The New Mexican
es for 1902, and $71.54 taxes for 1903.
in orBIGAMY CHARGED.
publishes this communication
From Eugenio Romero, treasurer and
der to give the matter publicity. The
collector of San Miguel Coun
taxes for 1902. and $247.95,
secretary of the bureau asks that any
$2.49
ty,
William
Against
citizen having knowledge of such a The Suit Brought
1903. From Ramon Sanches.
taxes
for
Gove Yesterday By Mr. Young.
collector of
tract, to address him that he might
treasurer and
Pueblo, April 9 Mrs. Lulu Young, Taos County, $21.82 taxes for 1902 and
correspond with the writer of the letwho was charged in the District Court $31.35 taxes for 1903. From George J.
ter which reads:
with bigamy, became the plaintiff in Pace, treasurer and
Sioux City, Iowa, March 30, 1904.
collector
Dear Sir A number of farmers, a suit against William Gove yester- 6f Colfax County, $23.24 taxes for
business men, and others, including day. She charges him with marrying 1902, and $381.75 taxes for 1903. From
myself, have for the past year been a woman already the wife of another J. A. La Rue, secretary of the cattle
collecting what information we could man. Gove was yesterday acquitted sanitary board, $1,000 to be credited
of the southwest with a view of tak- on a charge of stealing money and to the cattle sanitary fund.
ing up government land there and irri- clothing, but was arrested today on The Case of Klasner vs. Lumbley Before Territorial Land Board.
gating the same for farms and homes. the new charge. Mrs. Young is the
Sufficient investigation has been wife of William Young of Denver, and
The case of Mrs. J. A. Klasner vs.
made to satisfy us that we should be alleges that she married Gove while W. H. Lumbley involving the priority
pleased with the country and climate, under the influence of narcotics.
right to lease section 16, township 11
but so far we have been unable to find
south, range 18 east, situated in Linsuitable land that can be watered at
coln County, was commenced before
STEEL WHEEL
reasonable expense.
the territorial land board at 2:30
I am addressing this circular letter
o'clock yesterday afternoon, continued
COMPANY RESUMES until 5 o'clock, resumed at 7 o'clock
to a number of county officials in New
Mexico and Arizona, hoping by that
and lasted until 11:30 o'clock. Admeans to setfure the necessary inforof journment was then had until this
mation. If you know of a tract of gov- Resumption of This Department
morning and the hearing was recomGreat
of
Works
is
Steel
the
ernment land in your county of from
menced at 9 o'clock. It was in proImportance.
3,000 to 10,000 acres that is good land,
gress all day.' Mrs. Klasner is a
not too remote from markets, and can
Pueblo, Colorado April 9 It was an- daughter of Robert Casey, who settled
be Irrigated at moderate expense, will nounced today that the Steel Wheel upon this school section many years
and Casey and
you kindly write me about it, giving and Wagon Company, which has been before its survey
such particulars as would be neces- shut down for some months, will re- daughter, Mrs. Klasner. have had possary to form a fairly accurate idea of sume operations the begining of next session of it for 37 years. Hon. T. B.
the proposition. If from your reply it week. The wagon company is one of Catron is the attorney for Mrs. Klasseems worth while, we shall be glad the auxiliary plants at the Minnequa ner and J. A. Wharton of Alamogordo,
to give the matter further considera- Steel Works, costing 11.000,000. It Is attorney for Lumbley. The following-membertion and pay you for any trouble in the expected that several hundred men
of the land board are presmatter.- will be employed from the start.
ent at the hearing: Governor Otero,
Very respectfully,
N. JENNESS.
chairman; Solicitor General Bartlett.
OUR Facilities are complete for the and Land Commissioner A. A. Keen,
' Ftom one dozer to fifty cop!?"
jf prompt production of Book, Pamph secretary.
the New Mexican are sent out daft: let, Catalogues, and General Print
SCRATCH PAPER.
to enquiries and applicants concern- ing and Binding. We do nly the Best
ing Santa Fe. This is the very best grades of work. and. solicit the busl Made from ledger, linen, fiat and book
at the
kind of advertisement and is bearine ness of firms and indivlduals-desirin- i
papers at 10 cents per pound
rood fruit, as the large number of "something above the " ordinary" at New Mexican. This Is scrap paper put
in the city, simply a consistent rate for the char up in pads and la less thui the paper
tourist and health-seeker- s
turn out
acter of work
originally cost. Only a limited rapplx
abundantly shows.

r
ST.

Battle Imminent Between the
Opposing Forces A Rigid Censorship Withholds Correspondents
From Furnishing Complete War
News.

Tokio, April 9 It is suggested here
that the scarcity of provisions and
forage was probably the chief reason
for the Russian retreat across the
Yalu. The Russians apparently stripped the country of everything edible.
There are reasons for thinking the
Russian losses at Cheng Ju March 28
were heavier than reported.
25,000 Troops at Chao Yang.
Pekin, April 9 Since March 15 at
least nine Japanese dressed as Chinese
with a full staff of Chinese servants
'
have passed north of Kupeinko, Jehoe
and Ping Tsuan towards Chao Yang,
to General Ma's headquarters. There
ars about 25,000 foreign troops at
Chao Yang.
Caucasian Cavalry Brigade Formed.
St. Petersburg, April 9 The war of
fice has ordered the formation of a
Caucasian cavalry brigade for active
Service. It wiir be formed of volun
teers from Caucasian Highlanders,
who are exempt from military service.
Kuropatkins Visit Inspires Confidence.
via Che
New Chwang, (Thursday,
Foo), April 14 General Kuropatkin's
visit to New Chwang has inspired
boundless confidence. The commander In chief has ordered 10,000 reserves
to reinforce this position in view of an
expected Japanese attack, while an additional force of 15,000 men are ready
to concentrate upon this place, at
short notice, if necessary. It is estimated that there are now 400,000 Russians in Manchuria. General Wogack
has taken over the command at New
Chwang from General Kondratavitch.
The preparations for the defense of
the town are now complete.
Mi tual Congratulations Exchange.
' Seoul, April
9 The Japanese Minister M. Hayashi today officially communicated to the' Corean government
the fact of the retirement of the Russians across the Yalu River and the
Japanese occupation of the frontier,
which resulted in an exchange of mutual congratulations. Hayashi also requested the Corean government to instruct its prefects along the railroad
line to facilitate the engaging of coolies with the object of expediting the
completion of the Fusan railroad.

MURDERS

IN MINDANAO.

General Wood About to Begin a
paign, to Compel Sultan's

Cam-

General
Manila. April 9 Major
Leonard Wood with 1,500 men is about
to begin a campaign to compel the al
legiance of the Sultan of Taraca, and
to force him to turn over to the American authorities the persons of 20 murderers and a number of stolen rifles.
Taraca is in the island of Mindanao.

I

David Kelly
By a 'Crowd of
PARSONS TO BE CONSUL
He Shoots and Kills
GENERAL IN MEXICO.
Boys
One.
Washington, April 9 Among ,the
nominations sent to the Senate by the
Smithton, Pa., April 9 David Kelly,
President today was that of James R.
Parsons, Jr., of New York, to be con- aged 23 years, is' in jail charged with
the killing of Shepherd Moore, age
sul general at Mexico Mexico.
18.
Kelly was employed as a porter.
He was taunted by a crowd of village
YOUTHFUL ROBboys, who called him a "white nigger"
on account of his occupation, whereupBERS ARRESTED on Kelly shot into the crowd killing
Moore. A crowd of excited people, collected about the jail and made an efThey Steal $12,000 From a Recluse at fort to force the doors, but without
Lanesville $9,200 Recovered.
success. Kelly has been removed ( to
Greenburg for better protection.
Waterbury, Conn., April 9 Four
boys suspected of connection with a
;
robbery at- Lanesville, Connecticut, ISABELLA OF SPAIN
when $12,000 was stolen from the
PASSES AWAY
home of Henry Davis, a recluse, were
arrested at their home here today.
About $8,000 was found in their posand Grandmother of- - King
session. All the boys are under 20
Dies in Paris This
Alphonso
15
John
of
age.
Turner,
years
years
Morning.
Is
New
Milford
old arrested at
charged
j
with complicity in the robbery and is
n
9
of
Isabella
Paris,
April
full
a
made
to
confession,
have
said
Aland took the officers to Brookfleld Spain, the grandmother of King
here at 9:45 this morning
Junction, where they found $1,200 hid- phonso, died with
other complications.
influenza
of
wall.
stone
a
den under
The Infantas Isabella, Eulalie and
Marie, daughters of the late Queen,
PROMINENT BANKER DEAD. were at her bedside when she died.

HISTORICAL

JAPANESE LANDING

Head Clerk of the Woodmen of the
World Passes Away at Mobile,
Alabama.

Mercmhis. Tenn.. April 9 The Mis
sissippi today showed a stage of 5.8
feet above the danger line. From
Barfleld to Memphis it is still raging
and the crest should reach this city by
tonight. The small protection levee in
front of Luxira. Arkansas, gave way
today and the lower part of the town
is flooded. The main levee, howevsr,
remains intact.
The local situation is not alarming,
the measure.
Number of Minor Bills Passed.
although quite a large proportion of
Washington, April 9 The Senate to- the poorer classes on bayou Gayoso
day passed a number of bills of minor has been compelled to move.
importance and took up the conference

report
bill.

NO. 43.
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WELL KNOWN JESUIT DIES.
Boston. Mass., April 9 John Mc- Quaid, one of the oldest and best
known Jesuits in America, is dead here
aged 76.
MRS. KUHNS DIED AT GALLUP.
Special to the New Mexican.
Gallup, April 9 Mrs. Joseph Kuhns
died last night after a lingering illness. She is survived by a husband
and three minor children.

ARRIVE.

SIX CONVICTS

At the Territorial Penitentiary Sentenced at Lincoln County
Term of Court.
The
following
prisoners were
yesterday
to
the
penitentiary
brought
from Lincoln County via the Santa Fe
Central Railway by Sheriff R. D. Armstrong and two deputies: William
imPierce, sentenced to three years
of
horse;
, a
for
larceny
prisonment
David Billescas, sentenced to three
years for larceny of meat cattle; Levy
Current, sentenced to three years for
larceny of a horse; J. A. Ortiz, sentenced to one year and six months for
forgery; Ramon Montoya, sentenced to
one year for larceny of a horse, and
Juan M... Chaves, sentenced to one
year for larceny of meat cattle. These
men were tried and convicted at the
term of court hold in Lincoln during
March and presided over by Judge W.
'
H. Pope.
V
"

The, book bindery of tLe New Mexican Printing Company ias been so
much enlarged arid improved of late
that it Is the best south "of Pueblo tr
the Mexico line and "between Dallas,
Texas, and Loll Angeles, California.
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The New Mexican Is the oldest nevrs-py
In New Mexico. It 13 sent to
postoffice in the Territory, and has
ft large and growing circulation among
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t the Southwest.
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AGAINST
GRIEVANCE
PARKER.
It seems that Mr. Bryan has gool
cause to endeavor to keep the Democratic presidential nomination away
from Judge Alton B. Parker. It is very
doubtful if the judge voted for the
Bryan ticket in 1896 and 1900 and if
he did not, naturally, Mr. Bryan will
oppose him. It is not certain, how he
voted in 1896, and upon this question
the Kansas City Times says that Mr.
Bryan's opposition to Judge Alton B.
Parker is not wholly inconsistent, remembering the factional tenacity of
the former Democratic leader. In 1897
Avhea the New York Democratic committee met to consider a candidate for
the court of appeals, Judge Parker was
the only avowed candidate for the
nomination. The committee wanted
to know where he had stood in the
presidential election of 1896. Chairman Danforth addressed a note to the
judge and received this answer:
It was entirely
"My Dear Danforth
right for you to bring to my attention the question which the sincere
friends of Mr. Bryan are pressing up
on you. I can say to you frankly and
sincerely that you can assure them
that I voted for the last national nominees of the Democratic party, as I
voted for all the regular Democratic
nominees since I had a vote.
Yours very sincerely,
ALTON B. PARKER.
'
September 22, 1897.
communication
This
ambiguous
made a stir in the committee, but
Judge Parker was not asked for a dia
gram, and in due time he received the
nomination. But since his nomination
for the presidency has become a possibility a new interest has been created
in the letter. The question is, "Did
Parker vote for Bryan or did he vote
for Palmer?" And this question will
and
doubtless have to be answered
answered "right" before Judge Parker
can get the support of Mr. Bryan.
BRYAN'S

THE FACTS IN THE CASE.
"The people of ail the cities of the
first class in the Territory, took the
governing business into their own
hands at the late election, and elected
tickets. That's one of the
" most
hopeful signs of the times. Party
politics has no more business in the
town government than in the church
or the lodge. It is nearly always used
as a cover for corruption. 'Cut it
out!' " Albuquerque Journal.
The above is not at all correct as far
as it applies to Santa Fe. There has
been no corruption and no dishonesty
in the city administrations here sin'ce
they have been under Republican control; there has been, however, corruption under Democratic city administrations. During the last three years under the administrative control of Republicans, this city has enjoyed an
honest, clean and fairly efficient city
administration. There was no such
ticket in the
thing as a
field here last Tuesday. It was the
organization
Republican
regular
against a combination of Democrats
and of Republicans. The regular Democratic ballots contained the regular
Democratic political emblem and the
names of eleven Democrats out of nine
Citizens'
teen nominees. The
ticket was identical in every respect
with the regular Democratic ticket, ex
cept that it was without emblem.
These are the facts, nothing more and
nothing less.
non-partisa- n

n

re

The Hearst nresidential boom
ceived somewhat of a backset in the
Kansas Democratic convention held in
Wichita on Thursday. The convention
for
won Id not instruct the delegates
Mr. Hearst and it is said that only
nix of the eighteen delegates to St
Louis are for him. At the same time
States Senator W A.
while
Harris is a delegate at large, the con
vention would not instruct for him
and therefore the Harris presidential
boom is on the down grade as it 13
evident that he could not carry his
own state for his candidacy.

fr
cerned

s t he ReDublicans

COMMENDABLE ACTION BY THE
BOARD OF EDUCATION.
The city board of education at its
meeting last Wednesday made an
start in the matter of uniting
the Fort Marcy Reservation land;', into shape for sale. The minimum price
fxed on the lot on the corner of Palace and Lincoln Avenues is rather high
but it is believed the lot can be sold
f;r that sum within a short time. If
this can be done, it will give more than
sufficient funds to start the construction of the four story high school
building and for which plans have
been drawn and approved by the
board. This cannot happen any too
soon.
Could a new high school be
built and ready for use by the opening of the coming school year in September, many people from varion-- : sections in this vicinity would move to
this town in order to educate their
children in the public schools here.
The incoming city board of education
should continue the good work commenced and laid out by the present
board. The New Mexican believes
that this will be the case but it will
continue to kep this object before the
M ople in order that no morj "of a
manana policy" should prevail in this

matter.

LAW
ELECTION
PRIMARY
NEEDED.
A primary election system in the
precincts containing more than 100
voters should be established in New
Mexico. The Thirty-sixtLegislative
Assembly should take up. this question
and pass an effective yet simple primary election law. It is high time that
better election methods prevailed in
New Mexico; although in this respect
this Territory is far ahead of many of
the sovereign states. While no doubt
there is some buying and selling of
votes in New Mexico elections, there
is very little fraudulent voting and
comparatively speaking, small frauds
at the ballot boxes, and very little ballot box stuffing. Generally the elections are fairly conducted and results
the principle
honestly proclaimed;
trouble seems to be the fact that in
quite a number of the precincts there
is a voting element that is for sale and
this state of affairs seems to obtain in
some counties regardless of the race
A good primary election
conditions.
law, which however, would have to be
simple and easily understood, would
prove a measure of great benefit and
the New Mexican will do all it can to
wards obtaining the passage of such
a one by the Thirty-sixtLegislative
Assembly.
A
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are con

to
they are perfectly willing
ir.3
In
Democracy
territorial
the
have
convention in Silver City next week
place itself on record in favor or joint
statehood with Arizona. The Republicans will certainly lose nothing by
such action on the part of that

Try a New Mexican wast "ad."

h

The general standard of measurement
for womanhood is "grown-up-nes9.- "
When a girl is emancipated from school
and arrives at the dignity of trailing
skirts and elaborate hair dressing she is
looked upon as
a young woman.

But

sub-divisi-

NOMINATION ASSURED.
The Republican state convention of
Pennsylvania held a few days ago,
placed itself unequivocally on record
in favor of the nomination of TheoOore
Roosevelt for the presidency and instructed the delegates at large from
the state for Roosevelt. Republican
state conventions and district conventions are falling in line regularly
and instructing for Roosevelt. The
party is now united upon his nomination, Any and all opposition to Mr.
Roosevelt's nomination has vanished
and all indications point to the fact
that the Republicans will make this
year's presidential campaign with a
united and firm front, will support the
national ticket loyally and energetically and will be successful at the polls
in November.
ROOSEVELT'S

of such standards. When the
womanly function is established womanhood
is attained according to her
standards, and
there is need of
wo manly care
and caution. It
is girlish ignorance or neglect
at this critical
time which often
results in long
years of after
misery.
Mothers who
perceive the evidences of functional derange
ment in young girls should promptly
have them begin the use of Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription. It establishes regularity, tranquihzes the nerves and tones
up the whole system.

8?., SANTA FE,

J E Lacome,

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N. M.

searching titles a specialty.
EDWARD L. BARTLETT.
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
in the Capitol.
RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
Room 15 Catron Block.
'Pao: e 71.

IT. M.

Pfopfieto

EUGENE A. FISKE,
Attorney and Counselor at Law

Santa Fe,

N. M.

Supreme and District Court Practice.
BENJAMIN

The People All Say;

Attorney-at-Law- ,

Office

News. A good paper to have in your homef'in"yoor
store, in yoar office or in yocr shop. If yo woold
keep posted on the events of the day, subscribe for

"THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN"

1

M. 'READ,

Santa Fe,
Sena Block.

That THE NEW MEXICAN Prints All the

"My troubles started during my girlhood,"
writes Miss Flora I. Greer, of 107 Howe Street,
until 1893.
Akron, O., "but did not prove serious
did not see a well day. I
From that time
suffered at everv monthly period with terrible
headache, irritatiou of the spine and pains in
had soreness through my hips and
my heels.
ovaries all the time and constant backache.
tell me one thing ailed me,
would
One doctor
another would say something altogether different, but they only relieved me. I then wrote

WILLIAM
Attorney-at-Law-

.

N. M.

Palace

Ave.

McKEAN,

Practice in all the Courts, Taos,

N. M.

W. J. McPHERSON,
.
Practices in all th
Courts in the Territory.
Santa Fe.
New Mexko.
Attorney-atLaw-

1

WILLIAM

B. HAN LEY

out distress."
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cleanse the
bowels and stimulate the sluggish liver.

if the territorial
Democracy would wage the campaign
this fall under the joint statehood banner, whereas the Republican party if
controlled by wise counsels will make
a fight for the best interests of the
people upon a platform declaring for
single statehood for New Mexico within present territorial limits. To be
sure, this may not happen, as, at least
five months will elapse before the nominations for delegate to Congress will
be made in this Territory. Were the
congressional campaign to commence
today, however, the above would obtain. In sucjj a case thetepublicans
would be sure of success.

a.

It looks now as

,

Immigration.

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that Contain Mercury,
as mercury will surely destroy the sense of
smell and completely deraugajaie whole sys
muuuus
tem when entering 11 mroutfii
surfaces. Such articles should never be used
reputableis
except on prescriptions from will
do
physicians, as the damage they
temfold to the good you can possibly derive
manufacHall's
Cure,
Catarrh
them.
from
tured by J. Clienev A Co., Toledo. O.. contains no mercury, and is taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. In buying Hall 8
Catarrh Cure be sure you set the genuine.
made in Toledo,
It is taken internaily& andTestimonialsfree.
F.J Cheney Co.
Ohio,
- oldby
by Druggists. Price. 75c. per bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

I

Francisco 8

(uctt, I

W. B. McBSAVER. OLD CROW and
OLD OSCAR PEPPER KENTUCKY WHISKIES.
4 QUCKENHEIMER PENN RYE WHISKY.
OVER HOLT
IRISH AND SCOTCH WHISKIES
AND DISTILLERY BOTTLE!) WHISKY.
FRENCH COONAC ANO HOLLAND OIN.
CALIFORNIA WINES AND BKANDY.
ANI BASSES'
OSIINNESS'S MWT?

No. 259 on

Santa

Las Cruces, New Mexico,
District attorney for Dona Ana, Otero
Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties!
Third Judicial District.
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the North Side of the Street.

CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.

Attorney-at-Law-

.

LAS CRUCES,

NEW MEXICO.

FRANK W. CLANCY,

and steam-heateThe moat conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
First-clas- s
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date.
cennedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men
fire-pro-

Attorney-at-La-

d

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices in the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Supreme
Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO,
A. B. KENEHAN,

Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Building
COKNEU PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

A. F. SPIE6ELBER6

Attorney-at-La-

'

i

w.

Practices im the Supreme and DistrtC
Court. Mining and Land Law a specialty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

OSTEOPATHY

226 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios
Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
and Other Gems.

epprTATTV

To have the best

of everything in the line.

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and Tobaccos
California Wines, Rhine Wines and Native Wines.
G. F. Heublein & Bro's. Cocktails all ready for use,
Avondale Club Whiskey, Silver Creek Whiskey,

I

a Specialty

FINE BAR, BIMJARD TABLES AND CLUB ROOMS.

No. aio Don Gaspar Avenne

-

-

Telephone No. 6.

you want to buy anything, if you want to sell anything, if you
want to rent a house, if you want your house rented, or if you lose
anything, advertise in the NEW MEXICAN.

If

JIEW P1EIIG0 ffliliTdBY

IliSTirUTK

ROSWELL, KEXf LltuuCO.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO.
Established aod Supported
SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS,

:

baths,

CsflafW.
J

Mr

to

few
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rtoMrtk.tr. sunn
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DR.
Office,

C.

N. LORD,

Kahn Block, over Spitz' jewelry
South Side of Plaza.

Store.

CO. HARRISON,

D. D. S.,

Fischer's Drug Store.

On the Plaza,
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

Civil Engineers

&

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.

Santa Fe,

Stenography

&

;

N. M.

Typewriting.

LEW Hv BLAKE,
Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fa, N. M.
Calls Dromptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151
Notary Public, Stenographer and Type

writer. Translations '
From Spanish into EnbliBh and from
English Into Spanish carefully made.
Office with U. S. Attorney for the
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal
Building.

FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Santa Fe, N. H.

It is an admitted fact that real estate,
financial men and merchants all say
that quickest and best results are obtained by advertising la the "Ken
Mexican."
The last batch of Scratch Pads advertised for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company went like hot oakes.
We did not expect such a run. We
have turned out from our
bindery a larger quantity than ever
and can supply yoi. for a limited time
at 10 cents per pound. The best paper
is used in making them. They are
offices, stores, and
just the thing
especially for use in the schools. Cone
Quick as they will not last long.'
te

s8

wfer-nwri- u,
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DIGNEO & NAPOIEON, Props.
Dealers In All Kinds f DowrHc and Imported

Family Trade

Osteopath.
Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicine
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
p. m. Phone 15&
m.,
Na.

Office: Over

THE ST. ELMO CLUB

fas-ti(bU-4;

, aik Dragila

the District and

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patents
a specialty."

MMIsn.aU taratohlsp aid

ECHiCHEvrcirs

In

Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.
EDWARD C. WADE.

a

English

M.,

Land and mining business a specialty!
Attorney-at-Law- .

F-- .

SECOND CLASS COLONISTS
RATES TO CALIFORNIA.
March 1st to April 30th, 1904.
The following second class colonist
rates will be in effect daily from
March 1st to April 30, 1904, to all principal points: From Chicago $33; St.
Louis $3C; Missouri River points $25;
Santa Fe $25. Rates to intermediate
points to be no higher, for further particulars call on any agent of the SanH. S. LUTZ.
ta Fe.
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.

CHAS. F. E AS LEY.
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe, N.

THE

Telling and effective work in adver-

tising New Mexico's resources and in
bringing immigration into the Territory is being done by the Bureau of

H. H. LLEWELLYN,

Attorney-at-Law- .

bottles
you and followed your advice. I took fivefour
of
of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription,
Golden Medical Discovery ' and five vials of
of
'Pellets.' Have not had a single symptomwork
Can sleep good,
so far
my old troublesolid
and substantial food withhard, and eat

A Farm For Yotil

The New Mexican Printing Com
pany will do your Job work with neat- asa and dispatch.

BAN FRANCISCO

Attorneys at Law.

GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
Office In Griffin Block. Collections sum

Has on hand a' constant sopply of
the finest brand of
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
All the Popular Games.
jt jt jt j

nature

CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
recently
The Mexican Central has
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return going' via the Mexican Central
to either Vera Cruz or Tampico; thence
Wa the famous Ward Steamship Llm
to New York. The return will be by
rail over any line to El Paso. The entire trip covering thousands of miles,
Moro
Havana, Cuba, and its famous
Castle, Newport and a dozen of the
largest cities of the United States,
can be made for $122.50. A more delightful trip cannot be planned as stop
over privileges are allowed and the tickets are good for one year from the
date of sale. The trip includes the City
of Mexico, the "Paris of America,"
Further information can be secured by
addressing W. S. Mead, C. R. Hudson,
D.
The work of Traveling Auditor C. V. general passenger agent, or W.
Safford is proving successful and he Murdock, assistant general passenger
.
has already saved the Territory not agent.
less than ten times the cost of the office. Territorial funds collected from
the taxpayers are more than ever before promptly sent to the territorial
Are you satisfied at home? Or do
treasurer and the bookkeeping systems
wish to better yourself? You
you
in the several counties are improving
n
should investigate what the San
The
but
surely.
slowly,
right along
of
California
offer
to
has
Valley
office
of
of
the
establishment
traveling
In that great valley is grown
auditor under the law passed by the hustlers.
s
of the TJ. S. raisin crop,
is
Thirty-fiftAssembly,
Legislative
millions
of gallons of wine are
and
as
an
excellent measure,
proving
time goes on and as its operations be- made yearly. You can profitably raise
come more active. It is found that in almost everything there. Good farms
be at cheap prices. Low rate colonist exsome
instances, there should
amendments and the duties and pow cursionsFe.in March forand April on the
Write
pamphlets to H.
ers of the office should be enlarged. Santa
S. Lutz, A., T. & S. F. Railway, Santa
come
in
will
good
These, however,
Fe, New Mexico.
time.
The William Randolph Hearst boom
has been augmented by capturing the
four delegates at large to the St.
Louis convention from Arkansas. The
Hearst boom Is makirg progress despite Mr.. Cleveland axd his advocacy
of the Parker boom.

OXFORD CLUB

knows nothing

h

ANOTHER SERIOUS DEFECT I1M
THE STATEHOOD BILL,
The joint statehood bill for the new
state of Arizona to be composed of
New Mexico and Arizona, as now pending in the House of Representatives
is not at all satisfactory in many respects. For months it was telegraphed
from Washington that the bill would
contain a proviso for the formation of
a separate state out of what is now
the Territory of Arizona in due course
of time, and whenever that political
as at nresent constituted
should attain a population of 200,000
people. There is absolutely nothing .ln
the nending bill in that line and that
means of course that New Mexico and
Arizona are to be welded together into one commonwealth forever and as
long as this union lasts and this nation exists. This may be satisfactory
to those having the matter in charge
in Washington, but is not at all pleasing to the people of the two territories and the New Mexican believes it
will be resented by them unitedly and
strongly when a constitution under
the present bill comes up for

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

GIRL WOmEN.

CZL J. W.

New

.

ntiSCa, Sast

Call on the New Mexican Printing
Company tor engraved visiting cards.
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And many other painful and serious
ailments from which most mothers'
suffer, can be avoided by the use of
MQIMrJ
l ms great remeay
to women, carrvmer
is a flod-sen- d
J- Q
them through their most critical
ordeal with safety and no pain,
;

J

FrfafH" uwu
nrl foor fcjuiiviiu
V Ulaii Willi uacg ''Mnfhr'C
iiivu
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
and insures safety to life of mother and child, and leaves her in
a condition
more favorable to speedy recovery. The child ia
.
n
1.1
i
aiso neaitny, strong anuJ
good natured. Our book
"U.
AVVS

cirfF-n'rin-

L

V,

ratra

"Motherhood," is worth
Its weio-h-q in ocold to everv
j
woman, and will be sent free in plain
envelope by addressing application to
Bradfietd Regulator Co. Atlanta, Ga.
t
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Beef .
Lemp's St J Louis
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AGgNT? FOB

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLEB
ALL KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS
Tbe Trade Supplied Prom One Bottle to a Carload.

jt

Phone No. 35.

Guadalupe Street. Santa Fe, N. M.
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OPEN
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at 7:30.

Grand

One

15 and 25c

-

mission

-

-

Night

RISES

8:15

Performance

at

CURTAIN

Vacant Lot on Corner of Don Gaspar
Avenue and Sparks Street
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Thursday, April
Special Train Required for Its

A

Transportation.

MINES AND MILLS.
The Central City Mining District.
The Central City, Grant County, milling district, has a large number of valuable claims that are awaiting the
of capital for their systematic
Many of the locations
development.
are very old, but have not been worked for years. Other locations are of
a more recent date and the great majority of them can with only a little
work become producers of good pay
ore. Central City boasts of being the
oldest town in the county. It was
founded in 18GG but was, like many
other mining camps, abandoned for the
time being, after the first and feverish
excitement had died out. It is now
experiencing another move forward
and will this summer, without doubt,
forge again to the front rank in the
mining industry.
A great many of the prospects are
being developed now, but there is
much virgin ground still to be prospected.
The Lost Mine.
Among the manv properties that
have been worked is the Lost Mine,
and it is said to have been located
about 150 years ago. At least, the old
records to be found in the city ot
Chihuahua, Mexico, would accord to
the present location the name of the
Santa Vesa." It was worked by a
priest, Father Cortez, by name, in
1846 and the story of his having taken
out about S3C.000 in silver in six
months is generally credited. A plan
of the mine obtained by prospectors in
later years shows about 800 teet or underground workings. Of course in
those early days the methods of work
ing mines were crude and imperfect,
yet when it is considered that a large
sum was taken out in a short space
of time the chances now for making
it a paying mine seem to be illimatable.
Up to the present writing this mine
has not been systematically worked,
although a few shipments have been
made to various reduction works, latterly that average from $85 to "$105
per ton, a very handsome value these
days.
The Gulch Mine.
Is a valuable proposition, according
A prospector in
to all accounts.
skimming over the surface of the
ground came upon a piece of black
snar. which was very rich in free gold.
He concluded to sink a shaft on the
nlace and did so. After going down
about 20 feet he broke into a cave or
hole, which upon further investigation
proved to be the workings of an old
SDanish mine. After exploiting this
cave for a few feet he came upon a
ten foot shaft which had evidently
been covered with logs, with rocks and
dirt thrown over these to hide the lo
cation of the shaft. In this shaft,
among other mining utensils, were
found, all the material used in an
arastra, and several yokes which
would indicate that oxen had been
used to furnish the motive nower in
reducing the ore. After close prospecting a large chute of rich ore was
found, which netted the lucky finder
several thousand dollars. Very little,
if any work is now being done on this
property, vet it is claimed that a little
capital and labor could place this
property upon a paying basis.
The Tin Cup.
The Tin Cup is an undeveloped
property in the immediate vicinity of
many good mines, yet it has had little
or no work done upon it. A good vein
is known to run through this claim. It
will be thoroughly worked this coming
summer and can be placed on a paying
.
basis.
The Boston Bucket.
Is evidently one of the many good
mines in the district, the present owners having paid $15,000 cash for it recently. It has been operated for a
number of years and has produced
much good ore. This in former years,
has been done in a desultory manner
as its former owner had other proposi
tions on hand which were considered
better. It is the intention of the pres
ent owners to begin work in mine fash
ion, and with a purpose to extract an
the ore possible from the mine. The
vein matter is of such a character
that it can be easily worked and the
nav streak while not very wide, is or
such high grade that the general aver
age of the vein will net a handsome
profit.

have Rheumatism. It is claimed by manv prominent physicians that copious draughts of pure
water have proved the most certain means for effecting a cure of rheumatism. It cleanses and sets at
better the results, as it keeps the functions ol
liberty the uric. acid in the system. Thev- more drank the
kir fn..w nnmr lisp nf
- J .1.. nArt.mtitp
iitne Kidneys ana skin active. urinKing waiei ncciy, div.uuiiawv.u
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People!
Seating Capacity for 2,500
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- SPECIALTIES
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pck of SIBERIAN BLOODHOUNDS

Palatable

i

Easy of Digestion and Ready to Eat

Nutritious
signature on
very package.
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Dr. Price, the creator of Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious Flavoring Extracts.
A cook book containing 76 excellent receipts for using the tooa mauea ires xo any aonreas.
FOR SALE BY LEADING GROCERS.

FOOD COMPANY, Chicago, Illinois,

Prepared by PRICE CEREAL

ADOLPH SELIGMAN
Special Sale This Week !

HANNA INSURANCE AGENCY,
Writes Fire, Life and Accident

'Phone

Room 15, Cation Block.

71.

Sciatic Rheumatism Cured.
been subject to sciatic
rheumatism for years," says E. H.
Waldron, of Wilton Junction, Iowa.
"My joints were stiff and gave me
much pain and discomfort. My joints
would crack when I straightened up.
used Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
have been thoroughly cured. Have
not had a pain or ache from the old
trouble for many months. It is certainly a most wonderful liniment." For
sale by all druggists.

Tablets with most satistac

torv results." says Mrs. F. L. Phillips,
Houston, Texas. For indigestion, on
imisness and constipation these tab
itc o- w mnat" AYpAiient. Sold by all
'
druggists.

Notics for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No.

7830.)
nvpAKTMUNT OF THK INTHKIOB.

Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M..March5. 1904.
is hereby eiven that the following
Notioe
nioH nnf iw nf- his intention
- j ..i
name?
ki. Mim.
v.u Ka maHn
mane
to . . i nnai
: l pruui
hflfore tuor receiver at Santa Fe. New Mexico,

".:..- S

"I have

Short orders a specialty at Bon Ton.

A Dandy for Burns.
Dr. Bereln. Pana. Ills., writes: "I
have used Ballard's Snow Liniment;
always recommended it to my friends,
as I am confident there is no better
made. "It is a dandy for burns.
Those who live on farms are especially liable to many accidental cuts,
burns, bruises, which heal rapidly
when Ballard's Snow Liniment is ap-- ,
plied." It should always be kept in
the house for cases of emergency."
25c, 50c, $1.00 a bottle. Fischer Drug
Company.

Cents

ao Cents
35 Cents

Cents
35 Cents
35 Cents
13

Demities for
Fine Zephyr Ginghams for
Fine I,awns for
Fine I,awns for
ladies' Hose for
Misses' Iace Striped Hose

Dbpabtmknt of

MTated and

Refut-aJak-

16
8

1--

2

i-- Z
i-- a
i-- a

25
25

Cuiaine and Tab)a
Service Unexcelled

ad

The Palace Hotel

the Iktbbioii,

MihcilR. Otkho. Register.

Ballard's Horehound Svrup.
Immediately relieves hoarse, croupy
cough, opprtised, rattling, rasping and
difficult breathing. Henry C. Stearns,
Wis., writes,
Shullsburg,
Druggist,
May 20, 1901: "I have been selling
Ballard's Horehound Syrup for two
years, and have never had a preparation that has given better satisfaction.
I notice that when I sell a bottle they
come back for more. I can honestly
recommend it."

;

Tnrougbotti

7,184)

named settler has filed notice of his Intention
to make final proof in support of his claim,
and that said proof will be ma Je before the
or receiver at Santa Fe. N. M., on
register
May 4. 1904. viz: John Nagel for the el4 se!4,
nwH seH section 3. neU ne1 section 10 townHe names the
ship 16 north, range 10 east. his
continuous
following witnesses to prove
residence upon and cultivation of said land,n
viz: Tomas Abeyta, Martin Vigil, Encarna-cioOrtiz, Mathlas Nagel, all of Santa Fe.
N, to.

ia
ia

latest Styles

Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M., March 28, 1904
-- Notioe is hereby ariven that the following

WiLUAM VAUGHN, PROP.

Larf e Sample Boons fer Commercial Aetu
New Mexico
Santa Fe

THE CHAS. WAGJ9EH FURMTU f(E

CO

WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
Chfoaware. Glassware. JHeiws Frames and Moldings Stores and Banff as
wvoew vow ua AtMjr 7ii;ihbib
UMIV w9 UTOer

CljALES WAGJiER
licensed Embalmer,

25c, 50c, $1.00.

Fischer. Drug Company.
Booth's oysters any way you want
them at Bon Ton.

Telephone 10.AnawetW
Night

Cadto

San Francisco Street.
from residence

Telephone No.

t.

Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No.

5182.)

Department of thb Istebior,
t nA nffina n.Knntji TTa . M.. March 23. 1904
Notice is hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of his intention
to make final proof In support of his claim,
and that said proof will be made before the
ro,u. for
at osnraArtitiin.
iu.,uu
neceiverVa.nniiiln
Kegister
. : ) or
(lO I
the
swH of nwH.' and' lots 3 and 4, section 3, T 18
names
ine imiumu
N.K. 12, JS. tie
aseg to prove nis continuous rraiuouoo .
saio mu,
upon and cultivation orAntonio
Sandoval,
Dionicio Sandoval, Juan
Manuel Portillos, Pentura Portillos. ail of
.
Pecos. N.M.
.
Uanuei K.utero, negisier.
1

1

Best Cough Iviedicine for Children.
When vou buy a cough medicine for
small children you want one in which
vou can nlace implicit confidence.
You want one that not only relieves
but cures. You want one that is unquestionably harmless. You want one
that Is pleasant to take. Chamber
lain's Cough Remedy meets an 01
these conditions. There is nothing so
good for the coughs and colds incident
to childhood. It is also a certain preventive and cure for croup, and there
is no danger whatever from whooping
cough when it is given. It has been
used in many epidemics of that disease with perfect success. For sale
by all druggists.

Disease and Sickness Bring Old Age.
be-

ro-hn-

clears the complexion.
Smith, Whitney, Texas, writes April
"I have used Herbine, and
3, 1902:
find it the best medicine for constipation and liver troubles. It does all.
you claim for it. I can highly recomFischer
mend it." 50cts a bottle.
Drug Company.
SANTA FE CENTRAL

RAILWAY COMPANV

Orasr.No. 16.
To all concerned. Coyimencinp with
Sunday, March 27th, 190. and until furwill not
ther notice, trains aPQnd .two
D. LEE,
run 00 Sundays.
J h.
V
x

Santa Fe, N.

"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD."

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY
OF THE UNITED STATES.
HENRY B. HYDE, Founder.

Oustanding Assurance

Dec. 31. 1903 .
New Assurance Issued
in 1903

......

Income
Assets Dec. 31, 1903 .
Assurance Fund and all

other liabilities

.

$1,409,918,742.00
322,047,968.00
73.718.350.93
.. 381.226.035.53

.

Surplus
Paid Policy holders in
1903

.

.

.

.

307.871,897.50
73.354,138.03
34.949,672.27

JAMES W. ALEXANDER, President.
JAMES H. HYDE,
EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,
Vice-Presiden- t.

HEALTH IS YOUTH.

,r

Bon Ton.

35

Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No.

register
Herbine, taken every morning,
on April 15. 1904. viz: Enrique Ortiz f.ir --the
"'-'- 11
,
fore
lxi
breakfast, will keep you in
't in BDa.
. .ta a ana. i
a
nninpKthe I
snip in norm,
..;,.
health, fit you to ward off disease.
bis
eontinuoiH
to
prove
following witnesses cultivation
of said land, ; It cures constipation, biliousness, dys
residence upon and
U: Hilario Lucero, Teodoro ADeyta.
pepsia, fever, skin, liver ana Kianey
""
vigil, KDCarnaclon urtiz an
It purifies the blood and
"
Mnui. B. Otbbo, Register. complaints.
Mrs. D. W.

Thick and juicy steaks at

--

to afford nourishment and keep the bowels regular in their action, will prevent rheumatism from securing
a lodgment in the system. Served hot or cold.

r-

500-RESERV- ED

1

IF

have used Chamberlain's Stomach

m

-'

.

WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

-o

TENT.

-

i

1? MEE

.

nnrt T.lver

EB DRIHQEB

LARUE

Jwhleflit.iavlanager.
M.,' March 25. 190.

Albuquerque, N. M.
MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent,
102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M.

CHARLES WJHJDROW,

LUMBER

SASH

-'-

DOORS

All Kinds of Building Material.

CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

CEHMLLOS AND HAGAN COAL
Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul Everything tbat Is Movable

Phone 35, Santa Fe.

Branch Office and Yards, Cerrillos, N. U

Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, April 9, i 904.

G?and Bargain Sale
50c on $loOO.
We bought the entire line of samples of CARSON, PIME, SCOTT & CO.
of Chicago, consisting of Ladies' Shirt

Waists, Dress Skirts, Walking Skirts,
Petticoats, Wrappers, Child's Dresses
and Ladies' Belts. Don't miss your
opportunity. Come at once. They
will not last long.
SIUOII

&

MM

spit:

S- -

DIAMONDS- -

Manufacturer of

mm

WATCHES, CLOCKS,
SILVERWARE, ETC.

-

FiLl&REEJEWELRY-

ALL KINDS OF DKSIGNS IN

filigree Fob Chains,

South Side Plaza - Santa Fe
Fresh Fruits in Season!

47

Fresh F.'owars all the Time!

FKUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.

niT

Mr. and Mrs.Blijah Coffin returned to
the city on Wednesday from a short
visit to friends in the Meadow City.
Miss Louise Luxem of Racine, Wisconsin, arrived in the city yesterday,
and has taken up her residence at the
Sunny Pinecroft ranch.
Governor and Mrs. Otero and son,
Miguel, who have been the guests of
friends in Albuquerque for several
days, returned to the Capital yesterday.
Secretary and Mrs. J, W. Raynolds
and children, who have been in Omaha, Nebraska, on a visit to Mrs. Raynolds' parents, are expected to return
home tomorrow evening or Monday.
Eugenio Romero, of Las Vegas,
collector of
treasurer and
San Miguel County, spent the day in
city on business with officials of the
Santa Fe Central Railway.
General Manager W. S. Hopewell of
the New Mexico Fuel and Iron Company, who has been on a trip to New
York, Washington and Chicago, will return to this city tomorrow or Monday.
H. W. Leeds, chief clerk in the office of the Santa Fe Refrigerator Dispatch Company at the Windy City, and
bride, spent yesterday in the city on
their wedding tour to the Pacific
coast.
Mrs. I. B. Hanna is in Kankakee, Illinois, arranging family affairs and
packing household furniture for shipand Mrs.
ment to this city, as Mr.
Hanna will make their future home
here.
B. W. Robbins, general freight agent
of the Santa Fe Central Railway, returned last evening over the Denver &
Rio Grande Railroad frorq Denver, to
which city he had been oa railroad
business.
William Hogle, son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. P. Hogle, who for the past five
years has been clerking in & large dry
goods house in Chicago, arrived in
Santa Fe yesterday and will spend a
few weeks with his parents.
County Commissioner Arthur Selig-maspent yesterday in Las Vegas on
official business connected with his duties as treasurer of the New Mexico
board of managers of the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition.
Harold D. Thompson, assistant man
ager of the Hagan coal mines of the
New Mexico Fuel and Iron Company,
at Hagan, passed through the city today en route to Denver on a visit to
his family who reside in that city.
Associate Justice Wilber F. Stone of
the United States Court of Private
Land Claims, arrived in the city last
evening en route to Tucson, Arizona,
where a session of the court will open
Tuesday next. Judge Stone will leave
for the south tomorrow.
Miss Minnie Craig, daughter of Rev.
and Mrs. R. M. Craig of Albuquerque,
who has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. C.
L. Bishop, in this city for some time,
left during the week for her Duke City
home. Her visit here was very pleasant to her and pleasing to her friends.
Dr. C. G. Cruikshank of San Marcial,
who is suffering from heart trouble,
expects to go east shortly for the pur
pose of consulting a specialist. Dr.
Cruikshank spent a month in Galveston, Texas, recently, thinking that a
lower altitude might benefit him but
received no relief.
R. M. Hardinge,
director of the
weather bureau in this city, who has
traveled through the central part of
the Territory during the past week inspecting local voluntary observer's
stations in various towns in the Territory, returned to the Capital yesterday.
Matt G. Reynolds attorney for i the
United States with the U. S. Court of
Private Land Claims, and who has
spent the major portion of the week in
this city, left last evening for Tucson,
Arizona, to attend a session of the
Court of Private Land Claims which
will open there Tuesday.
A very pretty juvenile party was
i

FLOWERS A SPECIALTY
DECORATIONS

WEDDING BOUQUETS

I

FLORAL DESIGNS
Telephone No.

0

12

&

O.

Box 457

DID YOU KNOW THAT

MOT'S

NEW

STORE

CftSH

n

IS HEADQUARTERS FOR
Fine white India linons at the unprecedented price
,

SAN FRANCISCO ST.
Phone No. 108.

.

Filigree Neck Chains,
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
Filigree Brooch Pins.
Filigree Bracelets,
Filigree Card Case.,

JOHN

3

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL

JEWELRY

A FULL LINE

249-25-

of 5c per

yard and up?

The Latest Dress Trimmings, consisting of Applique, Venice
Medallions, All Over Laces and Silk Ornaments in black and
white are now on exhibition.

I invite your inspection

of

the line

in all shades and Persian designs.
prices asked.

Catf on Block

-

of

Beautiful Silks which I carry,

You will be surprised

East Side of Pfctfa

-

at the

Phone

X

low
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Bulk and Package

GARDEN SEEDS
GARDEN HOSE:

Wire Wound,
Cotton Wound,
and Rubber.

SHOVELS, RAKES, HOES, WHEEL
BARROWS, ETC., ETC.
Headquarters for All Kinds of

SPORTING GOODS
at the Lowest Possible Prices

WoA. McKENZIE
JJairiwaire Store.

given by Miss Frances Mikesell of
Sunmount to a number of her small
friends at that beautiful resort this afternoon. The little folks were driven
to and from Sunmount on the regular
bus. Dainty refreshments were served
and a good time was had by all present.
A delightful
birthday party was
given at the kindergarten yesterday
afternoon by Barrett Knapp, son of
Dr. and Mrs. David Knapp. and Minnie
Creamer, daughter' of Mrs. C. M.
Creamer to their little friends. The
young folks enjoyed the afternoon
very much and all wished Master
Knapp and Little Miss Creamer many
more birthdays.
Mrs. William Curtiss Bailey of Las
Vegas, manager of the Woman's Auxiliary of the New Mexico board of
managers of the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition, spent the past week in
town on business for the auxiliary and
as the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Seligman. Mrs. Bailey enjoyed her
visit here very much, and left Thursday for her home in the Meadow City.
Judge W. H. Pope, who has been
visiting here for a few days, left last
evening for Roswell, where the regular spring term of the District Court
will be opened by him next Monday,
with the trial of the case against William Henley, for the murder of a fellow laborer on the Pecos Valley Railroad last year. After a short session
at Roswell, court will be convened at
Carlsbad lasting until May 1.
Father Gilberton of Las Vegas, and
Father Olier of Watrous, Catholic
priests, who have been in the city during the week attending a retreat,
have returned to their respective
homes. Father Olier will leave in a
few days for his old home in Paris,
France, on a visit. He will go as a
citizen of the United States, having
just been granted final citizenship papers in the Fourth Judicial District
Court.
Chief Justice Joseph R. Reed of
Council Bluffs, Iowa, and Associate
Justice Henry C. Sluss of Wichita,
Kansas, of the U. S. Court of Private
Land Claims, will pass south on the
Santa Fe tomorrow, en route to Tuc-- .
son, Arizona, where the last session
of the U. S. Court of Private Land
Claims for Arizona will convene next
Tuesday. There is but one case before it to be adjudicated, and that is
the case of Sonoita Land Grant, with
this the business of the court for the
sister territory will close.
Colonel A. C. Sharp, U. S. Army,
who has been adjutant general of the
department of Colorado for several years, the duties of which he ha3
performed in a' most exemplary ani
satisfactory manner has just been promoted from major to a lieutenant colonelcy after 30 years of active service. Colonel Sharp is one of the
most accomplished officers in the army
and wherever placed, whether in the
line or a staff department has acquitted himself with great credit to the
service and with distinction to himself.
Mrs. Sharp and mother visited this city
during the past summer and have
many friends in the Capital.
L. B.

Seligman Bios. Co.
Special Eastern Attractions

1

Trimmed Millinery for Ladies
and Children.
Exceptionally Beautiful Assortment of
Ladies' Waists in the Newest Designs.
An

Spring Dress Goods.
All

tross

taken

baking-powde-

coffee

flavoring extracts

r

Good eating

the Latest Spring Shades.

PHONE NO. 36.

P. O. BOX 219.

San Francisco St.

.

"

Kaune

A NEW CAR JUST IN.
you want absolute success with all
your baking? The Finest of bread?
USE BOSS PATENT FLOUR.

Millinery Millinery
'

0

EASTER HATS AND BONNETS
For Ladies and Misses.
!-

-0

Fine Assortment of
APPLIQUE COLLARS

50 LBS. BOSS,
All

the

Not How Cheap But' Hok Good".

$1.50.

50 LBS. CRYSTAL, $1.40
Bread that we sell is made

from BOSS PATENT FLOUR.. Try
some and see how good It is.
We have a limited supply of the finest MACKEREL that have ever
been brought to town EXCEPTING NONE a little better than
the best.
ESPANOLA HONEY.
NEW YORK STATE BUCKWHEAT.
PRIMROSE and BELLE SPRINGS BUTTER.
vmo-- tj

sane

ED
WHOLESALE

and
RETAIL
DEALER

IN

HEHS CM

t

FLOUR, HAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES,
SALT and SEEDS.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, N. M.
.

Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican

THE : OLD

:

CURIO

:

office.

STORE

J. S. CANDELARIO, Prop.

301 and 303 San Francisco
J0 s? &

o

9, 0. BOX 346

ani Retail

Street.

Dealer la

Mexican and Indian Curios
The boat place to buy Navajo Blankets, Indian Mid
Mexican Pottery, Boiler from the Cliff Dwellings,
Indian Basket, In fact aM sorts of Curios of Indian
and Masleaa ssaka eaa bo foand at Our Store J6

!???''

RAFFIA. REEDS, BEADS, for Indian Baaketry.

&

0

BEAUTIFUL MEXICAN DRAWN WORK.
:

:

:

:

:

IRELAND'S PHARMACY
LHIave

D

The very finest ever made anywhere.
Our guarantee with every sack.
We not only say that it Is the best but
so does everybody that ever used It.

Wholesale

MUGLER

qq

Do

at the Bon Ton.

A.

8c

G-BOCE-RS

Southeast Cor. Pla&u

MISS

Telephone 26.

Boss Patent Flour

by Schilling's Best goods and
dealing.
Your grocer's; moneyback.

Monarch Creamery Butter, pure and
sweet, 30 cents per pound at Plaza
'
Market.

in

Alba-

City.

pices
ioda

Call or phone to the City Meat Market, San Francisco St. and get your
money's worth on Kansas City meats.

Mohairs, Foulards, Ponges,

s,

Represent Three Eastern Merchant
Tailors. Prices and Fit Guaranteed. We are
Agents for Monarch Shirts and Cluctt Collars and Cuffs.
Our Line of Men's Neckwear is the Largest and Most Complete Ever Shown in the

out-o- f

tea

Voiles--Eolienne-

We

Prince left this

Risk and extravagance all

the New Materials Including

In Our Men's Department.

morning for his ranch on the line of
the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.
Mrs. Prince will go to the Sun Shine
Ranch on Monday.
They expect
next. Mrs.
to return on Tuesday
Prince will leave Santa Fe the latter
part of next week for Washington, D.
C, to attend the thirteenth continental
congress of the Daughters of the American Revolution, which convenes at the
national capital for one week commencing April 18. Mrs. Prince has
been highly honored by the D. A. R.,
Continued on Page Five.
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has been fractured and is giving the
judge considerable pain. He was driven to his office today and with the aid
r - -of a crutch and cane is able to be
Continued from Page Four.
about.
having been placed upon the reception
ExThe following marriage certificate
committee, the Louisiana Purchase
was
filed in the probate clerk's office
comthe
committe
embracing
position
Afcoot the qtialitv of yoa
mittee in charge of the D. A. R. exhib- today; John Planitzer to Louise Bradand ley, both of Madrid, married April fi,
World's Fair
it at the
upon by John W. Sullivan Justice of the
has
been
also
placed
HAIR BRUSH . .
the national program. From Wash- peace at Madrid.
U. S. District Court for Leonard
ington she will go to Newark, New
:
Jersey and New York City, where sev- Wood County, will open in Santa Rosa
acold
with
next Monday. This will be the first
eral weeks will be spent
We have the finest assortment and
term of court to be held in the new
quaintances.
week county. Chief Justice Mills will prebe
woold
and
Otero
the
Nina
town
stock
Miss
in
past
spent
largest
side.
in Albuquerque the guest of friends.
pleased to show them to
Tomas Alarid who was shot several
Mrs. Alfred Grunsfeld and daughter
weeks
ago by Mrs. Jose Cortez was reto
returned
Albuquerque
Hilda,
today
Prices from 25c. to
from the east, Miss Hilda having at- moved today from St. Vincent's hostended school in Chicago during the pital to his home oil Cerrillos Road.
Alarid has almost entirely recovered
winter.
FRANCISCO ST
Mrs. J. W. Record of Estancia, wife from his wounds.
There will be a meeting of the Woof the master mechanic of the Santa
Fe Central Railway Company, who has man's Board of Trade at the usual
been visiting friends in-- Albuquerque place of meeting Monday afternoon at
during the week, has returned to her 2:30 o'clock. All the members are rehome in Estancia.
quested to be on hand as business of
Postmaster Paul A. F. Walter, who importance will be transacted.
Mexican drawn work seems to be the
left here Monday last for El Paso,
Texas, has been in that town during fad now among tourists and curiosity
the entire week as a witness before seekers. J. S. Candelario of the Old
the U. S. District Court in session Curio Store on San Francisco Street
All
has just received a fresh invoice of
there.
this class of goods and invites inspecAuditor
W.
D.
General
Lee,
in
Manager
R. L. McCance and Engineer J. R. tion of them.
Mayor Sparks, Justice of Jhe Peace
Farwell, all of the Santa Fe Central
Railway Company, returned this af- Jose M. Garcia, and City Clerk Fecun-dOrtiz canvassed the vote of the reternoon from an inspection and busiby
cent city election this afternoon. The
ness trip to points along the road.
Charles A. Spiess of Las Vegas, at- work will be finished by this evening
JflOJIHlOH"
official figures will be given in
torney, is expected1 in Santa Fe this and the
New Mexican.
Monday's
evening to consult with Treasurer Ar$390 FOR LETTERS ABOUT
WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
"CORRECT THING."
It is reported that Richard Gorman U. S.
thur Seligman of the New Mexico
THE SOUTHWEST,
weaForecast for New Mexico: Fair
board of managers of the Louisiana of the First Ward, is being considered
The P.ock Island system offers 2ft
weawarmer
and
ther
Sunday;
tonight
Mayor-Elec- t
for
the apGibson
Purchase Exposition upon important by
prizes, of the aggregate value of $390,
ther in north portion tonight.
business connected with the board.
pointment of city marshal under the
tnormoineter registered for letters relative to the territory
the
Yesterday
The ap- as follows: Maximum
E. J. Hammer of St. Joseph, Missou- incoming city administration.
temperature, 55 along its lines in Arkansas, Kansas,
is UNEXCELLED.
Our
with
favor degrees, at 3:40 p. m. minimum, 28 Indian
is
looked
upon
pointment
several
Oklahoma, Texas
who has been spending
ri,
mean and NewTerritory,
NEWEST DESIGNS.
should deai
Letters
degrees, at 0:00 p. m. . The 12
Mexico.
weeks at Sunmount, with Mrs. Ham- by many citizens.
de"Uncle Tom's Cabin," and who has temperature for tbfi 24 hours20 was
with the writer's experiences since he
mer, left for his home yesterday. He
cent.
Relative
per
humidity.
grees.
settled in the southwest. They should
expects to return later in the season. not heard of it, will be presented at
Temperature at 6:00 a. m. today, 25 tell how much money he had when he
Mrs. Hammer has been making sub- the corner of Don Gaspar Avenue and degrees.
stantial gain since her sojourn at the Sparks Street on next Thursday evenarrived, what he did when he first
ing. This company has their own tent
came, what measure of success has
Tent City.
STOCK MARKETS.
of
peo2,500
a
with
rewarded his efforts and what
since
capacity
seating
Mr.
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L. Baldwin and
Mrs.
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phatic terms of the superiority of this his
WOOL MARKET.
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about
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steady.
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Scott Dibert left this morning for resident
and western medium, 18
in brief, who-hafrom
Territory
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everyone,
and
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was
widow,
married
He
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17; fine; 14
Clark's station on the line of the San20; fine medium, 15
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tell
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A
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story,
five
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and
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ta Fe Central Railway, where he will
to tell it.
and good
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He
loss.
his
respected
his
MARKET REPORT.
brother,
spend several days with
For circular giving details, 'write
GEO. W. HICKOX, President
citizen.
j S. 0. CARTWR1GHT, Sec'y and Treas.
who is located at that place.
John
Sebastian, passenger traffic mandealThe attention of the furniture
MONEY AND METAL.
Mrs. T. B. Catron and sons, Thomas
Rock Island system, Chicago,
No. 250 San Francisco Street.
ager,
to an advertisement in
New York, April 9. Monev on call,
and her niece, Miss ers are called
and
Fletcher,
wherein
issue
column of this
nominal, no loans. Prime mercantile
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49. Ethel Walz of El Paso, Texas, have another
President Charles A. Spiess of the paper 4
4X per cent. Silver
been traveling through Spain for some New
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
Mexico board of managers of the
New
April 9 Lead and copVprk,
Eurotheir
finish
will
weeks. They
calls per, quiet unchanged.
Exposition
Purchase
Louisiana
pean tour and return to the United for bids on certain furniture necesGRAIN.
States some time In June and will
for the furnishing of the New
We Are Now Prepared to Make Remarkably Low Prices come to Santa Fe to spend the remain- sary
April 9. Close. Wheat,
Chicago,
Mexico building at the St. Louis May, 944i July, 86M
.
der of the summer.
on Ralston Porina Foods.
World's Fair.
Corn, Mav, 53)i; July, 5iM
For Fine Photos.
May, 38; July, 31.
Luis Gonzales in a quarrel with Mrs.
25c
15c Packages Purina Pan Kake Fiour. 2 Packages for
RIBS.
AND
LARD
afPORK,
M.
in Platinum and
de
Finished
Medrano, yesterday
Refugia
15c
20c Packages Ralston Breakfast Food
ternoon struck her on the head with
812.50; July, $13.3567.
Pork,
May,
Platino.
MINOR CITY TOPICS
15c
Lard. May, 86.55; July, 86.72.
a stone causing severe injuries. Gon20c Packages Ralston Barley Food
before
$G.6002K.
tried
$6.45;
and
Ribs,
May,
was
July,
arrested
zales
PLAZA STUDIO
25c
15c Packages Ralston Grits, 2 Packages for
STOCK.
Justice of the Peace Jose M. Garcia.
Santa Fe, N.
10c
Health
Ralston
Crisp
Train No. 2 on the Santa Fe with He was bound over in the sum of $200
Kansas City, Mo., April . Cattle
10c southern and eastern connections was bail for his appearance before the next market receipts, unchanged.
Ralston Health Cereal Coffee
Native steers, S.l.ou is , a.a; oouiu
grand jury. In default of bail Gon25c two hours late today.
35c Sacks Ralston Kornkins. granulated corn meal,
ouiaeru
em steers, 83.80
4.sa;
The city council will hold a meeting zales was sent to the county jail.
p.ows. S2.65 O 83.25: native cows and
T TUB
FRESH BUTTER.
on Thursday, April 14, instead of to
Several sojourners in town during heifers, 82.00
$4.30; stockers ana
two weeks have called at the feeders, 83.00
as
..
at
the
first
83.65
past
reported.
bulls,
night
$4.30;
sweetest
is
Gold
Butter
Meadow
always good, always
OOF
stated $3.85; calves, $3.00
86.25; western
The Tuesday Fortnightly will meet New Mexican office and haveis one
on the market, per with
of
western
HALL and DAVIS,
Fe
cows,
flavor, and Is the highest priced
MESDAMES
Santa
83.60
the
$4.60;
that
postoffice
steers,
Mrs. Arthur Seligman on Tuesday
$3.6u.
the neatest and most conveniently ar $2.00
San Francisco Sf
Pound. 35c. Pure Separator Creamery Butter, the Beech-woo- d, afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
East Corner Plaza
offices they have found in their
Sheep market receipts, steady.
ranged
NEW YORK
now
in
Ve
as
LATEST
Las
and
well
known
almost
THE
ALL
A.
Mennett
the
85.25
good
improved
lambs,
quality
$5.35;
lately
Muttons, $4.50
travels and that it is especially credit85.35;
STYLES FOR
gas traveling man, interviewed Santa able to a town of the size of Santa Fe.
$5.90; Range weathers, $5.00
as the Meadow Gold Butter, per pound 30c.
$5.00.
$3.50
Fe merchants on business today.
SIPiRIIfcTG- - and
It should be remembered that this con Ewes,
9.
market,
Cattle,
April
Chicago,
MEAT MARKET.
INCLUDING
Fischer
A. J. Fischer, of the
Drug dition is due to the efficiency and work
receipts, steady.
to
the
at
be
able
is
Maline
again
Company,
Nets, Chiffons.Braids.
Uood to prime steers, jD.sa iqyjo..aj
At this season of the year it is almost impossible to get store after a severe attack of the of Postmaster Walter.
a
stocked
noor
85.00;
medium.
to
$3,75
filed
are
very
direct from the!hands
schedules
Flowers
being
Tax
is fit to eat. We handle nothing but the grip.
native meat
owners and taxpay and feeders, 82 75 84 25; cows 82.00
property
by
slowly
of the workmen, Best Quality
cannerst
choicest packing house products. We now have in stock Wanted, a girl to do housework in ers in the office of county assessor. $4 25l heifers, 82.25 9i84.75;
25
84.30;
bulls,
$3.50;
$2.00
nf two. Good home for the The time wherein such can be legally
Liberty Lomsine Taffeta Satin
eastern lamb, mutton and beef of the highest quality, fnmiivkind
82.50
85.25; Texas fed steers,
calves,
Mex
New
at
Call
a
of
girl.
and Velvet Kibbons, Stocks, Colright
filed in the assessor's office is draw $4.00
$4.60.
which we are sending out in the best possible manner.
'ij "
ican.
on
last
ceases
the
day
and
short
ing
lars and Handkerchiefs. Fancy
Sheep market receipts, steady.
85.65;
Good to choice wethers, $4.75
There will be no preaching in the of the present month. All property
Brooches, Hatpins and Buckles;
$4.50;
$3.50
assessment
fair to choice mixed,
First Presbyterian Church tomorrow not promptly reported for
native
84.35
$5.15;
western
Endeavor
the
sheep,
Christian
its
and
Full line Shirt Waist Novelties.
owners,
school
time
by
by
Sunday
by that
(
85.45, western lambs.
lambs
at the usual hour. agents thereof will be assessed by the $5.50 d$4.50
86.30.
by
The city marshal and a number of assessor and the penalty required will
it
added.
be
will
law
Therefore,
of
"Mayor
men under the direction
and
Monarch Creamery Butter, pure and
Sparks gave the city streets a thor pay all property ow.ners, inagents
to sweet, 30 cents per pound at Plaza
charge
property
persons
having
ough cleaning today.
as Market.
file the necessary tax schedules
P. Armijo and family of Ranchos de
time,
as
soon
saving
thereby
possible,
arrived
Hernalillo County,
and expense.
Corn fed Kansas City meat, pork,
here yesterday from their home to vis- trouble
who
at the City Meat Market, San
F.
etc.,
E.
Hobert,
A
month
ago,
in
the
Capital,
relatives
it friends and
Street.
Mountain
Francisco
Round
extensive
owns
the
John P. Kennedy, agent of the San
and fruit farm south of Espano
Car- ta Fe Central Railway Company, ar alfalfa
sent a consignment of dried prunes
You will save money by buying your
rived in the city today and will spend la,
Go-Car- ts
to parties in New York City and in meat at the City Meat Market, San
Snnriflv with his sister. Miss Grace
The fruit was grown in Francisco Street.
Wisconsin.
Kennedy.
his orchard and dried in an evaporat
Mr. and Mrs. Severo Sanchez and or on the ground. Mr. Hobert has just BUSS FOR SUNMOUNT TENT CITY
children of Ranchos de Atrisco, are received the returns in which the qual
HOUSEHOLD
visitors in the Capital today. Mr. ban ity of the fruit is very highly praised
Leaves the Claire Hotel Daily
chez is a member of the board of coun and orders for quite a large shipment
as Follows:
ty commissioners of Bernalillo County. placed with him. Prunes in the Santa
New
Probate Clerk Celso Lopez today re Fe and the Rio Grande Valleys do Leaves 9:00 a. m., returns 9:30 a. m.
Will furnish your house from the corded
location splendidly and it is believed they ex Leaves 11:30 a. m., returns 12:00
m
to
kitchen
the garret for cash or on notice: the following mining
The Longtrail Mine situated eel in flavor and sweetness those Leaves 1:30 p. m., retu?ys- 2:00 p. m.
The Installment Plan. about 91-- miles southeast of Santa grown anywhere in the United States Leaves 5:30 p. m., retails 6:00 p. m.
Fe, located by Isaac Harrison and F.
Hotel.
The following deeds have been re
Tickets on Sale
I
i No trouble to show you through the r. Abbott.
jwcorded by Probate Clerk Celso Lopez
111
establishment wbeter you buy or not
A warranty deed from Manuel RodriThe best is not too. good for the Bon
and if you buy will deliver goods free
,
Laughlin recently have turned out to guez y Valencia and wife to the Meth- Ton.
IWI.
be more serious than at first reported. odist Episcopal Spanish Church for a
Instead of a severe sprain the ankle
$25.00 to California via Santa Fe.
wviiuiiucu wn rayc biyui.
r
Doalprs. Santa Fe. N. M.
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CREAM

yot.
$4.00.

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

Pbmairch Shirts

Don't fail to see this beautiful line,
and colors. Latest novelties

Wr
Iff

FOREMOST
BAKING POWDER.

styles

8

f

Negligees.

the
Every one knows this line of SHIRTS
theV P,ease the most fastidiname "

ous because they are the

"Men's Neckwear"

neckwear
beautiful styles of the very

Exceptionally

1,-5- 00
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Ralston Purina Foods.
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Go to Davis
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Satarda?, April 9, 1904.
BROUGHT TO LIGHT.

THE COURT OF

Eczema, Tetter,

PRIVATE

Skin Diseases,
ARE

are
rin:p1cs, Chapped Hands and lip3
cured
by
and
relcivcd
speedily
instantly
the free application of the soothing, coolThe
ing and healing remedy Taracamph.
this ARE
of
c
properties
powerful
forms
remedy make it a sure cure for all
that
the
kills
germs
diseases.
It
of Skin
YOU
create the itching, stinging and burning,
circulation
the
stimulates
the
pores,
opens
and makes the skin soft, smooth and
is tohealthy. It is mother's remedy and
household
most
popular
day America's
SOEE?
to
remedy. IJvery bottle guaranteed give
in
satisfaction or money refunded. Sold
all drug25c, 50c and $i.oo bottles by
as good."
is
There
"just
nothing
gists.
aiili-septi-

YOU

SORE?

THE PAR

AC AM PH

CO. LOUISVILLE.

KV.

U. S. A.

USE

i

For Sale By
FISCH EF? DRUG COMPANY
Santa Fe, N. M.

P. F. HANLEY

kes, Liquors & Cigars
Native Wines for Family Use.

Imported
OUR Sl'lwSi a I.TIKJj Old Ciow, McBrayer. Quckenheimcr Rye, Taylor
aod P.stm., Oie Jordan and Monogram, Ky., Whiskies,
SANTA

SAN FRANCISCO STREET

Interesting Facts From the History

of

Its Proceedings in Passing Upon
Grant Matters.

Judge Wilbur F. Stone of Denver,
associate justice of the court of private land, claims, in speaking of the
work of that court says in a recent article:
Old. ruins were visited, a3 well as Indian pueblos and tribes; picturesque
rocks and monuments with hieroglyphic landmark inscriptions were examined, and the kodak was strictly iu
evidence.
On one occasion, when sitting at
Tucson where the court in the midwinter months could sit in summer
sari) under the shade of palms and
drooping pepper trees amidst blooming
roses, oleanders, and pomegranates
the whole court with a party of about
to nersons went, one day by
special
train 75 miles toward Tombstone to
examine disputed landmarks near the
Mexican frontier, and enjoyed a judi
cial picnic in January beside an im
mense spring of mountain waters un
der the shade of the evergreen live
oak, walnut, and Palo Verde trees.
Occasionally the court room at feanta Fe would be enlivened by a squad
of Indians who had journeyed thither
from their distant pueblos as witness
es for their grant. These delegations
were usually headed by the governor
great
of their tribe, who exhibited
pride in striding up to the witness
stand and being sworn on me noiy
cross, wearing a badge on his breast,
a broad red sash round his waist, and
clad in a white shirt, the full tail of
which hung about his antarctic zone
like the skirt of a ballet dancer, and
underneath which depended his baggy
white muslin trousers, a la Chinese
washee-washe-

FE, K ft.

mrs. ida Mcdonald,

Black-Draugh-

WINEofCARDVI

FROU

can

Mexican Central Railway
With Its

Thousand

of Track

the Principal Places
Reaches
of Interest and Note.

Dining

the art.

Car

Dainty linen, spotless silver glistening cut glass,
flowers on every table from
our own
are
some of the details that
make the service so satisfactory.
green-house- s,

Pointers

Leave Denver 1:15 p. in. and 10:35
p. m. for Omaha and Chicago; 2:00 p.
m. and 10:35 p. m. for Kansas City
and St. Louis. They all carry

mm

Ticket Office,
Q

1039 17th St

W. VALLERY, General Agt.
DENVER

Benefit.
Thorp have been many cases like
the following in Santa Fe. Everyone
relates the experience of people we
knvi- - These plain, straightforward
statements will do much toward relievSuch
ing the suffering of thousands.
testimony will be read with interest
by many people.
Huperto Martinez of Griffin st., says:
"I knew that a pretty sure Indication or
comnlaint is an aching back, but
in my case there was added to that an.
noyance trouble with the kidney secretions. At first the pain across the loins
was the only evidence, but latterly the
condition and action of the kidney
plainly told me that I must do
something for my kidneys or aggrava
ted trouble would follow. I went to Ireland's drug store for Doan's Kidney
Pills, took a course of the treatment
and the complication stopped. To show
my faith in Doan's Kidney Pills, let me
tell you that while working at "Watrous
getting out stone for the railroad an
acqaintance of mine was compelled to
stop and go 'home on account of his
back. I advised him to use Doan's Kidney Pills. He acted on my advice and
in a couple of days after commencing
their use he returned to work."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cts.
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo. N. T.,
sole agents for the United States,
take no other.
Remember the name Dban's and
take no other.
lunch counter at Bon Ton.
$25.00 to California

A GREAT SENSATION.
There was a big sensation in Lees- ville, Ind., when W. H. Brown of that

place, who was expected to die, had
his life saved by Dr. King's New DisHe writes:
covery for Consumption.
I endured insufferable agonies from
Asthma, but your New Discovery gave
me immediate relief and soon thereafter effected a complete cure." Similar cures of Consumption, Pneumonia,
Bronchitis and Grip are numerous. It's
the peerless remedy for all throat and
lung troubles. Price 50c and $1.00.
Guaranteed by Fischer Drug Company.
Trial bottles free.

TAILORING.
Muralter, the tailor, is headquarters
for fine spring and summer suits, latest
patterns, from $30 up. Also a large
line of samples of Murphy Brothers'
line, fine busines3 suits from $17 up,
trousers to fit from $4.50 up. Special
attention is calleu to a fine line of
samples and styles of ladies fancy
spring tailor made suits. A call to
Inspect our line is earnestly solicited.
Perfect fits guaranteed.

via Santa Fe.

FOK INDIAN SUPPL1KS- .OROPOSAIS
,
nr )' ko l utanlnr llffin
I
dian Attuirs. Washington. U. C, March 21.
1HU. sealeu proposals, maorsea
rap""
be, and
for beef, Hour, etc.," as the case may
directed to the Commissioner of Indian Af111.,
Canal
South
street,
Chicago,
fairs,
will be received until 1 o'clock, p. in., of
the
for
for
1WI4,
furnishing'
iucsday, lay3.
111-

I

The grave and imperturbable bow
which the governor gave to the judges
on the bench in recognition of their
equality with himself as official dignitaries, arrayed in that grotesque fashWorld.
of
the
Maccabees
the
ion, was enough to evoke a hilarious
Supreme Deputy of
bray from a dead burro.
that I must do something
On one such occasion, when asked
its. McDonald,
to reflain rav health. A
on the witness stand by Solicitor GenNo. 477 Beaubien
friend advocated your Wine
eral E. L. Bartlett, his attorney, to
Street, Detroit,
of Cardui treatment so
Mich., is a prom
produce the United States patent to
stronfilv that I decided to
inent woman who was
his
I had little
land, the governor rose up, and
it,
although
try
greatly benefited by the
with much fumbling, after the manner
in patent medicines.
faith
preat woman's medicine,
I am now
of a modern lady searching for her
very thankful that
Wine of Cardui. Mrs.
I did so, for withiwtcn
days
pocketbook, produced the precious
McDonald is the supreme
blessed relief came to me,
titulo from the hidden recesses of a
Maccabees
of
the
deputy
in less than three
and
of
one
and
back pocket in his shirt tail! And yet,
of the World,
months I was cured, and
Mrt. Ida McDonald.
the most widely known
in his aboriginal innocence, he couldn't
health
fine
eAoved
have
women in the United
understand
why the audience smiled
I Know tnere is
noining otirer
States. Thousands of women gather to ever since.
so boisterously.
wishes to enjoy per.
who
sick
woman
a
for
she
goes.
bear lier lecture everywhere
to give my
The court proceedings in important
The great work she has done for the feet health and am very pleased
endorsement."
cases
have often been made intensely
is appreciated by every hearty
Maccabees
No suffering woman can afford to
member of the order, She was so abinteresting by reason of the presence
of famous and brilliant members of
sorbed in her work that she neglected ignore such a Tetter as Mrs. McDonald
to give her health proper care failed writes. Her plans and advice have
the bar. Eloquent forensic arguments
to take warning that the symptoms of proved valuable in building up one of
been made by noted lawyers
have
in
her, the greatest women's organizations
approaching kidney trouble gaveliver.
New York Chicago, Cleveland,
from
the United States and she takes time to
the sallow complexion and torpid
San Francisco,
St. Louis, Denver
Hut Wine of Cardui cured her the same give advice which she knows will help
Washington City, Texas, Old Mexico,
as it has cured thousands of others and you.
and from leaders of the able bar of
Do not delay in securing this mediMrs. McDonald has written this letter in
order that other suffering women may cine. There is nothing to gain and
New Mexico and Arizona.
secure from Wine of Cardui the same everything to lose by delay. 1 he choice
In one of the noted Arizona cases a
is before you. Will or will you not
itilief she got from it.
few
years ago the trial lasted a month
"For four years I suffered with torpid secure relief now by taking Wine of
was
and
argued by six famous lawyers
bottles
sell
$1.00
All
druggists
liver until my skin looked yellow and dull. Cardui?
nine
for
well
25c
days. Among these was the
as
as
Cardui
of
pack1 then found"
my kidneys were affected and of Wine
t.
distinguished Senator Morgan of Ala
had severe pains across my back, and I felt ages of Thedford's
bama, whose two clays' argument
could have been listened to with tireA million suffering women
less interest for two days longer by
have found relief in
Wine of Cardui.
the bench, bar, and crowded audience.
Many of the large grants which were
not wholly rejected by the court were
cut down in area, either by the restrictions of the act of congress creatTOP
THE
LOOK AT THE CLOODS
ing the court and the eleven-leagu- e
limitation of the colonization laws of
You
And
Mexico or by the terms of the grant
OUR TRAINS. We go
itself being found to be for less than
do
claimed
by the petitioners. A noted
in
instance of the latter class was in the
case of the Canon de Chama grant,
which had been sold to an English cattle company as containing over
but was found upon trial to
a grant for only 1,500
in
be
reality
Miles
Two
acres in a narrow canon.
All
Another case was the Petaca grant.
This was claimed to be about 30 miles
long and 20 in width, embracing nearly
Addrnsa the undersigned for full and reliable lr formation.
100 square miles of pine forest. It had
been
A.
bought by one of the Farwells,
W. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A.,
DULOHERY,
Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texas. of Chicago, who established sawmills
City of Mexico.
and lumber camp! in the pineries and
for ten years shipped lumber by rail
from Tres Piedras to the markets of
Colorado and New Mexico, hut nad reserved the best portion of the pineries
It is harder to run a din- II for future use. The court found thata
the original grant comprised only
ing car than to keep a
paltry strip about five miles long and
a few rods wide, embrac'.n the little
hotel, but we have mastered
Continued on Page Seven.
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Santa Fe Central Rail'y.
TIIvlE TABLE
North Bound

outh Bound
No

Lve
Santa Fe.. . Arr
" .. ..Donaciana..
" .Vega Hlanca.
"
Kennedy...
"
. .

Clark....
"
Stanley....
"
Moriarty .
" ... .Mcintosh. .

1.35
2.15
2

Stations.

Mi

2

11.00
11.15
11,40
12.30
12.45

.

25

"
"
"

Estancia...
Wlilard...
JProgresso. .
"
Bianca... .
Arr . . . Torrance Lve

3.00
3.35
4.01
4.20
5.00

.

. ..
.

. .

Alt! No

1

2.

Oil

7,0001

1.45

6,400
6,050
6.I2S
6.370
6,250
6.175
6,140
6,125
6,210
6,28ft
6,476

I. 20
12.30
12.10
II. 25

10.55
10 35
10.05

9.30
9.00
8.40
3.00

F. WIELANDY,

VlELflNDY

Real Esiaie Agency

"

Dr. King's

Jon Discovery
for

rONSUMPTION
0UGHS and
iOLDS

Price
50c $1.00
Free Trial.

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
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San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

INFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A St. Louis World's fair information
bureau has been established at 836
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
Serious Stomach Trouble Cured.
of Phil P. Hiiichcock, where informaI was troubled with a distress in my tion will be cheerfully fursish&d.
stomach, sow stomach and vomiting
spells, and can truthfully say that
It will pay you to advertise. Try it
Stomach and Liver
Chamberlain's
Tablets cured me. Mrs. T. V. WillSOCIETIES.
iams, Laingsburg, Mich. These tab
lets are guaranteed to cure every case
Masonic.
of stomach trouble of this character.
For sale by all druggists.
MONTEZUMA LODGA
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
D. & R. G. SYSTEM,
Regular communication first Monday in
Santa Fe Branch.
each month at Masonia
TIME TABLE,
Hall at 7:30 p. m. .
WBBT BOUHD
S. SPITZ, W. M.
AST BOUND
Milbb No. 426
No. 425.
F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
9:00am
5:30 pm..Ar.... Santa Fe..Lv..
Ar .153.,
pm
6;40an ..Lv.... Alamosa...
6
:50 a m
SANTA FE CHAPTER,
Alamosa via Salida
Pueblo. ...Lv..2K7.. 2:45am
I.v
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
S.OOp m. .Lv.... Denver.. ..Ar..404.. 1:20am
convocation second MonTrains stop at Embudo for dinner
day in each month at Mawhere good meals are served.
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Connections.
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
At Antonito for Durango, Silverton ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
and intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
SANTA FE COMMANDER T
Intnrmeriia.fcB nolnts via either the stand
e
No. 1, K. T. Regular
ard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the
fourth Monday in each
narrow gauge via Sanaa, mamng tne
month at Masonic HaQ at
entire trip in day light and passing
F. S. DAVIS, E. C.
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE, 7:30 p. m.
also for all points on Creede branch.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
west.
all
for
Salida
At
points
At Denver, Pueblo and Colorado
K. OF P.
east.
all
nnlnts
Snrinra fnr
For further Information, sleeping car
reservations nine caras, nieraiure, eic, SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting evcall on or address.
F. H. McBiude, Agent.
ery Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
Santa, Fe, N. M.
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
S K. Hoofbb, G. P A
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting
Denver, 0ok.
Knights given a cordial welcome.
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANfc, C. C.
GRAVE.
ROBBED THE
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. S.
A startling incident is narrated by
R. H. BOWLER, Master of 'Ffnance.
John Oliver of Philadelphia, as fol
lows: "I was in an awful condition
I. O. O. F.
My skin was almost yellow, eyes
contmu
sunken, tongue coated,' pain
SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. F.
ally in back and sides, no appetite, Meets
every Friday evening in Odd
Three
weaker
day.
by
day
growing
Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
physicians had given me up. Then I
was advised to use Electric Bitters; Visiting brothers welcome.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N, O.
to my great joy, the first bottle made
a decided improvement. I continued A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
their use for three weeks, and am now
a well man. I know they robbed the CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, NO.
I. O. O. F. Regular communication
No one
grave of another victim."
should fail to try them. Only 50 cts, the second end fourth Tuesday of
guaranteed by Fischer Drug Company. each month at Odd Fellows' Hall.
patriarchs welcome.
JOHN SEARS, Scribe.
HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSION.
Another series of homeseekers' tick
A. O. U. W.
ets has been arranged for from points
in Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and
Nebraska, to points in New Mexico, GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, O. O. U. W.
Colorado. Arizona and Texas, the ratj Meets every second and fourth. Wedwill be one fare plus two dollars for nesday at o p. m.
C. C. PIERCE, Master Workmaa.
the round trin.
Dates of saie December 1. and 15, JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.
1903, January 5 and 19, 1904, February
2 and 16, March 1 and 15, and April
B. P. O. ELKS.
5 and 19. 1904.
Final limit for return passage 21 SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.l.
davs from date of sale.
Holds its regular session on the
Write and tell your friends in the second and fourth
of
Wednesdays
San
on
of
the
east and call
any agent
each month. Visiting brothers are Inta Fe for information.
vited and welcome.
H. S. LUTZ.
J. B. DAVIS, H. R.
M.
N.
Agent, Santa Fe,
A. J. FISCHER,
Lands and houses for sale. Home
steads located. Rents collected. Titles
examined. Conveyancing, etc , etc.

ft
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& BUYER

Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
MAKES A CLEAN SWEEP.
the Denver & Rio Grande R. R. for all
There's nothing like doing a thing
points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Monthoroughly. Of all the salves you ever
tana, Washington and the Great
heard of, Bucklen's Arnica Salve is the
Connecting at Torrance, N. M., with best. It sweeps away and cures burns
the El
System for sores, bruises, cuts, boils, ulcers, skin
Kansas City, Chicago, St. Louis and all eruptions and piles. It's only 25c, and
points east and for El Paso, Texas and guaranteed to give satisfaction by
all points in Southern New Mexico, Fischer Drug Company.
Arizona and the Republic of Mexico.
A THOUGHTFUL MAN.
Connecting at Kennedy, N. M., for
M. M. Auotin of Winchester,
Ind.,
points east and west on the Atchison,
knew what to do in the hour of need.
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.
His wife had such an unusual case of
For rates and information address
stomach and liver trouble, physicians
B. W. ROBBINS,
could not help her. He thought of and
General Passenger Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M tried Dr. King's New Life Pills and
got relief at once and was finally
cured.
EnOnly 25c, at Fischer Drug
in
of
the peace blanks,
Justice
glish and in Spanish, for sale in large Company.
or small quantities by the New Mexi
NOTICE
can Printing Company.
Of the Disincorporation of the Town
of Cerrillos, Santa Fe County.
The Weekly New Mexican Review
Notice is hereby given as required
is published by the New Mexican
section 2508 of the compiled laws
Printing Company every Thursday. It by 1897
of New Mexico that the town
contains the most reliable and latest of
territorial, mining, educaticnal, stock of Cerrillos, Santa Fe County, has
town under
raising, railroad social and political been disincorporated as a 2503
of the
news of the week from all points of the provisions of section
the Territory. It is an excellent paper compiled laws of New Mexico of 1897
to send to friends in the east. Price and, sections immediately following.
In witness whereof I have hereunto
Ave cents per copy.
set my hand and the seal of the board
Call on the New Mexican Printing of county commissioners of the counof New MexCompany for engraved visiting cards. ty of Santa Fe, Territory
ico, this the 4th day of April. 1904.
CELSO LOPEZ,
(Seal)
Recorder
Probate Clerk and
of Santa Fe County, N. M.

cough
cure the
luncs

1904 cApril. 1904

Attorney at Law
and Notary Pablic

Secretary.

IMPROVED ORDER REP MEN.

Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. M.
meets every Thursday eve at Odd
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
chiefs cordially invited.
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.

The- MUTUAL BUILDING L LOAN
ASSOCIATION

Has On Hand for Loans

$2,000,00

They will loan you all or any part of it.
The best way on earth to save money
take out some stock. Yon wiM
be pleased .with the returns yea get.

Further Information furnished by

R. J. CRICHTON, Secretary.
Office: Catron Ulock, Up Stain
With I. B. & R. H. HANNA.

Santa Fe Filitree and
Jewelry Mannfactmns: Co.

io

Cures Coughs and Colds.
Mrs. C. Peterson, 625 Lake St., To
peka, Kas., says! "Of all cough reme
dies Ballard's Horehound Syrup is my
favorite; it has done and will do all
that is claimed for it to speedliy cure
all coughs and colds and .it is so
sweet and pleasant to the taste." 25c,
60c, and. $1.00 a bottle. Fischer Drug
Company.

It

will pay you to advertise. Try.

it

Gold

i Silver

Filigree

N. Mondragon, Mgr.

Langhlin BniMfng,

Don

Gaioar Avewt

Santa Fe New Mexican, Sator day, April 9, J 904.
THE COURT OF
PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS

The beverage that not only builds
up the body, but gives strength
and energy for the day's work.

a

Continued from Page Six.
garden patches' in the canon of Petaca
Creek, belonging to some poor Mexicans, who were made all the poorer by
having the ownership decreed to them
by the court. The great pineries yet
untouched were turned over to the pub
lic domain of Uncle Sam, to be gobbled up by lumber poachers, who will
take care that they cut off the best
part first.
Among other noted grants rejected
and cut down in area are the following:
The Bartolome Baca grant, south of
500,000
Albuquerque, area claimed
acres; total rejected.
The San Miguel del Bado grant, on
the upper Pecos River, west of Las Vegas; area claimed, 315,000 acres; all
rejected except the irrigated farming
lands along the river bottoms originally allotted to the Mexican grantee

J. P. VICTORY
Attorney at Law and

H

il? San

Estate
,

Opt

Francisco Street. Santa Fe, N.

Will Be Pound a Pull Line of Table Wine for Family Trad.
Orders by Telephone WD Be Promptly Puled : : : : :

Santa Fe,

Prop.

j jt

When Ton Come to Albaqner que Don't Forget

THE

N. M.

BEN BOTHB

M. B. QUICKKIi

ZEIGER

t

j j

CAFE

t

QUICKEL (& BOTHE, Proprietors.

dab Room

j

LANDS

DNDSR IRRIGATION

SYSTEM.

These (arming lands with perpetual water lights are now being offwai
for sale In tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with par
petoal water righto froic $17 to $25 per acre, according v location. Pay
ments may be made in ten year Installments. Alfalfa, grains, traits at
all kinds, and sugar beets grov to perfection.

GOLD MINES.

The Maxwell Land

6rant Co

Not Lack But Results.

at "OUR PLACE
W. R. PRICE.

FARMING

?iEAL ESTATE LOANS.
Money to loan upon real estato secui
ty on easy terms.
HOMES.
On tr-'Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M., are the goM
I have a nice cottage (double) six
districts of Elizabethtown and Baldr, where important mineral
aaining
rooms on one side, 4 on
the other;
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on nnlocated groead may a
wner occupies 4 rooms and the res
made uDder the mining regulations of the company, which ara aa lav
rent for $25 a month; good nelghboi
able to the prospector as the U. a. government laws.
hood; ample space to erect other bull
Near Ratoa, N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Mine of tfca
lings on same street; stables ana
Eaton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be fona4 a
ither outbuildings; the price asked is
good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming a
very low.
prospecting can not be successfully done.
Can sell at a bargain cozy homes on
For particulars and advertising matter apply to
Manhattan avenue, one a njw stone
house with all modern improvement?;
the other an adobe-brichouse, 7
settlers.
RATON. NEW MEXICO
The Oervacio Nolan grant, situated rooms; fruit and vegetable garden;
west of the Maxwell grant; area Jty water, hydrant and tank; 70 choice
claimed, 275,000 acres; total rejected. fruit trees; currant and raspberry
The Canada de los Alamos grant, bushes; lot 80 by 265 feet. The stone
near Bernalillo; area claimed 148,000; louse will be rented.
confirmed, 4,000 acres only.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
The Ignacio Chaves grant, southwest
I have several business blocks for That is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the peo
of Santa Fe; area claimed,
243,000
sale on this great mart of trade, some
ple with our fine
acres; confirmed 47,000 acres.
as of them producing more than eight
The Cochiti grant, including,
claimed, over 200 square miles, with per cent, net, on purchase price asked.
the whole of the Cochiti mining dis
Q :
OTHER BUSINESS CHANCES.
trict, and owned by Joel Parker Whit
I have several other commercial ana
ney of Boston; confirmed a narrow
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
business propositions to submit those deminland
the
of
outside
strip
pastoral
to (inter mercantile life and to
siring
That there is some difference
ing district.
up with the new era of prosperity
in wood. Our wood is the best
The famous Peralta grant (of James grow
now coining in with the Santa Fe CenAddison Peralta Reavis); area claimed tral Railway.
to be bad & always at your call- 12,467,456 acres, and covering all the
CHURCHES.
best portion of the Territory of AriYour order will receive prompt and careful attention.
I am authorized to dispose of the Con
zona, and a fair slice of New MexiCo;
total rejected.
gregatlonal Church, on the south side
For years a common impression had convenient to the contemplated Union OFFICE: Garfield Avenue, Near A. T. & S. F. Depot
JMiune
o.'85
prevailed that many of the Mexican Depot. It stands upon two lots, and will
land grants were wholly ilJegal, forged, be sold
cheap, or the building will be
and fraudulent,- and that the court,
red and leased to responsible parrepa
find.
so
On
upon investigation, would
ties.
the contrary, it was found that such
THERE ARE OTHERS.
cases were extremely rare. In fact,
Several small houses, some stone
only one case was proven to be enThese Celebrated Hot Springs are lo these waters has been thoroughly tear
tirely fictitious and fraudulent. That some brick, others frame, upon my afed In the midst of the Ancient Cliff ed by the miraculous cures attested t '
was the notorious Peralta Reavis case. books, which I vould be glad to show
miles west of In the following diseases: Paralyala,
wellers, twenty-fiv- e
an Intended purchaser. They are deRheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumptiea,
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
sirably situated, and will be sold aos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Sright's Disease of the Kid
A.
A.
Palace:
Keen, Albuquerque;
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar- neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial
cheap.
AS
H. A. Schafer,
Denver; Wilbur F..
ORCHARDS.
ranca Station, on the Denver and Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, A
Las
Romero,
Stone, Denver; Eugenio
I also have a fruit ranch in a high Grande Railway, from which point a Female Complaints, etc.. etc Board.
Vegas; A. Mennett Las Vegas; S. C.
of cultivation, In the suburbs, dally line of stages run to the Springs, lodging and bathisg, $2.50 per 4ay; tit
state
Goldsmith, Denver; W. W. Goldsmith,
with a building site overlooking the the temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage meet"
Denver.
90 to 122 degrees.
The gases are Denver trains and waits for Saata
Claire: P. Armijo and wife, Ranch-o- s entire city of Santa Fe. On it there is from
de Atrisco; James Casey, Chicago; in artificial reservoir, the only one of carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate train upon request. This resort la atthe year tractive at all seasons, and is open alS
Mrs. C. B. Beinert, Rowe; Severo San- its kind In the city, 12 feet or more in very dry and delightful
chez and family, Ranchos de Atrisco. depth, holding over 125,000 gallons of round. There is new a commodious winter. Passengers for OJo Calient
from hotel for the convenience of invalids can leava Santa Fe at 9 a. m., ama)
Bon Ton: J. L. Vargas. Anton water, constantly replenished,
Chico; D. Vigil, Cero Gordo; James which the whole place can be irrigated aid tourists. These waters contain reach OJo Caliente at 4 p. m. the sama
Barker, Albuquerque; F. C. Romero, iaily during the summer, and which 1,688.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from 8aata
Albuquerque; Juan Ortiz. Galisteo; sould be stocked with fi3h. The land gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For furU
Pedro Ortiz, Galisteo; Donaciano An- ion tains many hundreds of young treea Springs In the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
gel, Los Crucias; F. Romero, Jr., City; jf t" finest and most valuable varieJohn Higgin, Boston; Samuel Hill, ties of
apples, peaches, pears, plums,
Denver; Jose Gonzales, Cerrillos.
cherries and other fruits, the
apricots,
OJo Caliente. Taos County, N. It
T. W. Heller, Denver;
Normandie:
of which already bear; a
part
greater
J. L. Thomas, Albuquerque; Thomas
ot
thousands
B. Anderson, Silver City; R. E. Long, young bearing vineyard,
bushes of currants and other small
Silver City; R. D. Armstrong, Lincoln.
fruits; extensive beds f asparagus,
and other fine vegetables. T
rhubarb,
DEALERS.
NOTICE TO FURNITURE
for much
I will, on behalf of the World's Fair be scld on easy terms, and
This is the smallest and lightest weight (about
to
health ol
ill
( I I
less
it
cost,
rethan
owing
New
for
Mexico,
commissioners
V I I
2
6
pounds) repeating gun ever manufactured,
owner.
the
ceive sealed bids upon furniture desig1
and
opens
up many new possibilities to the
nated below in this list up to April
PLAZA PROPERTY.
te
It is not a 16 barrel on a
i3
sportsman.
below
listed
12, 1904. The furniture
To those wishing to catch the cream
properly-proportioned,
d
12 action, but a new,
to be purchased for furnishing the of Plaza real estate I can offer blocks
a shooter
smokeless
modern
enables
with
New Mexico building at the St. Louis at
powders,
gun
that,
figures that will double themselves
a
in
materiload
small
shell
a
and
use
to
World's Fair, and will be let to the in less
reduce,
powerful
than three years.
to
lowest responsible bidder; all bids
of
shells
and
be
carried.
the
, The
gun
ally,
weight
mut be accompanied by a description ROOMS: FURNISHED OR UNFURsmall,
gun handles fast, results in close holding and
light
of articles to be furnished.
NISHED.
increased accuracy. QFoII description in new Marlin Catalog So. A542.M'
Governor's Room.
three tlampt for postal
THE MARLIN FIREARMS Co., New Havkn, Conn.
rooms in
or
unfurnished
Furnished
Mission Suit.
or
en
all parts of the city.
Single,
Wol.
Table,
uite. for light housekeeping. Some 01
Cellarette.
them within five minutes walk of
Rocker.
Plaza.
Chair.
Stool P. & H.
I will take pleasure in showing
-- i
?
If
f7. x
Border
1 Green Velvet Carpet 13x17
investors desirable bull-In- g
prospective
to match.
of
the
.sites in the neighborhood
Com. Room.
and in the vicinity of tlu.
Capitol,
1 Davenport.
Presbyterian church, and other local4 Mission Arm Chairs.
of the city which in a few years
ities
2 Rockers,
will be worth doubly the present ask1 Table
Wol.
ing price.
1 Tabourette,
Wol.
OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
13-1 Rug 10-Smyrna.
by
At El Cuervo, 10 miles from the Rocw
Reception Room.
5 Pc. Set (2 sofas, 3 chairs,)
Isiand road, I can sell you about 64o
Chair.
excellent
grazing
acres; patented;
Chair.
land.
Arm Chair.
Convenient to Las Vegas, I have for
Ladies' Rockers.
ale several large tracts of desirable
Side Chair.
land which I am permitted to sell at
Mission Stool.
very low- - figure. One tract contains
Magazine Stand (Hab)
bout 3,500 acres, and is located about
Clothes Rack,
(P. & H.)
miles southwest of
three and one-ha- lf
&
1 Umbrella Stand
H.)
(P.
of it is under
all
Las
Vegas;
nearly
1 Cheval Glass,
(P. & H.)
water fo
and
fence; good grazing
2 Desks, (Hab)
tract fc.
some
Another
timber.
stock;
Room.
Ladies' Retiring
Las
S50 acres, 7 miles from
Vegas?
Rattan. ,
2 Easy Chairs,
?
What Do the Wild Waves
Umber and grazing, with an excellent
1 Mirror P. H. 18fc40.
Still
it.
over
water
of
stream
passing
1 Mission Table.
another tract of 350 acres cf farming
Gents' Retiring Room.
COME
2 Easy Chairs, Rattan.
grazing and timber land, 8 miles west
watet
with
V Las Vegas,
1 Mirror F. F. 18x40.
running
1 Mission Table.
lpoa it.
Porch.
COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.
2 Fibre Rush Swings on Chain.
I can sell you large tracts of lano
2 Chairs, Rattan.
uitable for mining coal or the produ
.
C. A. SPIESS,
President, Board of World's Fair Com- Uon of timber.
missioners;' Las Vegas, N. M.
CATTLE AND 8HEEP RANGES.
tickets will be
Diverse Routes. If desired the round-tri- p
In all parts of the Territory, and
routes.
different
via
anJ
Issued going
returning
LEGAL NOTICE.
in Wyoming
Liberal stop-ove- r
privileges accorded.
I, Burta A. Sperry, do hereby give
notice tbat I was appointed, on the
The Way to Go
Personally conducted excursions three times a week.
ilth day of March, 1904, by the Pro- SECOND CLASS COLONIST
to
RATES TO THE NORTHWEST,
Fast trains, irreproachable meal service. Yonr chance
bate Court of Santa Fe County, New
Mexico, administratrix of the estate of March 1 to April 30, 1904, via Santa Fe
visit California economically and comfortably, and under
Second class rates Santa Fe to HeleSamuel Sperry, deceased. All persons
pleasant conditions. Free descriptive literature and full
having claims against the estate of the na, Butte and Missoula, Montana, will
particulars by applying to
deceased are notified to present the be $32, to Portland, Tacoma and Seatto
for
particuH. S. LUTZ, Ticket Agent,
same in the manner and within the tle $37,
Spokane $34.50,
time prescribed by law. All persons lars eall on any agent of the Santa Fe.
The
Atchison,
Topeaa ft Santa F Kail way Company, .
H. S. LUTZ.
indebted to the deceased will pay their
AO the Way
Fe.
Santa
Santa Fe, N. JH.
, Agent,
debts to the administratrix, ,
BURTA A. SPERRY,
k

Tanie nines!

M

ran to

Maxwell
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and Billiard Hall Attached.

COAL m

we

wra

NE

O

FIRE WOOD

CAPITAL COAL YARD
0J0 CALIEjSTE IjOT SPRINGS.

Corner Railroad Avenue and Second

NEW MEXICO

--

W. N. TOWNSEND
SOVTK SX33B FXjJLZJL,

STT&

FE. STETST MEXICO,

'

Our Motto is to Sell the Best

WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS
For the Least Possible Money;

Buy your Goods Here. j Family Trade Solicited.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone No. 94.

Agent for Prof. Pozzonl's Mountain Sage Malt Tonic

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

TV Mrfk

IirCORPOKATXISI

Proprietor

16-GaugeS!lnl-

1--

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.

A

up-to-da-

well-balance-

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Floor and Potatoes j
Stationery,
Sundries.
Grocers'
and
Medicines
Patent
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVJCN KAXL OBDKU,

SANTA

FE,

M.

JdJ

T.

A. P. HOGLE

Undertaker and
Funeral Director

6

OAJUSTSO 8TBJJET
Beat of Refeencc Given aaaaKMBALBfER. MekiCajto
RESIDENCE 'PHONE 141.

THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME
For Prospective Purchasers
of Building Lots in Estancia

Eetancia has GOOD WATER, SOFT WATER, PUREot WATER,Q
WATJSRQ
RAILROAD WATER, CLEAR WATER and PLENTY

RU83EL SAGE'S ADVICE,
"Young man, Buy Real Estate,"
Will soon rank with Horace Greely'a aphorism,
"YOUNG MAN GO WEST!"
"If you are going to do a good thing, do It In the best" way," Is
naoMier maxim of which you will appreciate the force if you will eithe
call on or communicate with W. P. CLARKE BEFORE BUYING TOWN
V.I.OT8 ELSEWHERE.
BE WISE.
Pat your money into land Own a Town Lot and Home.
Do like 'your fathers did buy good property in a live town, and
mnr children will risa up and call 'ou blessed.
j
It is entirely safe to presume that within a very short time thetown of ESTANCIA will be one of the liveliest, largest and most budatnntfft' towns in this section of the southwest
THE
desired at once.
Be sure and write for all information
LOTS WILL INTEREST YOU.
THESE
OP
PSBCK
A
TERMS TO SUIT.
'
Adddreaa all comunications to
I
' W. P. 3LARKE,
,
I
8ANTA PC
NEW MEXICO.
?
I
Oyer a million acres ot land open for Hoaaastecden la the STAN-- ;
from
CEA GALLEY good soU and plenty of water, wtaom can a
;

nfi

thirty faat

ld

Say

TO

G

1

ne

3J2

'

.

Administratrix.

JA&.M

U California via Santa Ft,

Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday. APriI 9

904.

We are now rolling up out sleeves for the largest year's business the store has had. Going to get it, too, if appreciation of yoar
patronage, proper store methods, a splendid stock to select from, the fairest kind of pricing, and progressive merchandising will count for
anything. This has baen the basis of past success so far. We are going to merit your patronage more than ever before. Give os a trial I

Real Bargains in
Furniture Dept.
Cash or Installment.

THE SAMPSON
Is the Best

Queensware
We will

sell you if you will

only get our prices.

Harness
Saddlery
-

NEW STOCK
bobi

bbm

B

Studebaker
Wagons

NEW PRICES

Farm and Spring Work.

aoaaaai

Mechanics Tools

1

Builders Hardware
the line of Guns and
AmmunitionBest Made.
In

PreiiJit.

J. H. VAOQHN,

Caahlor.

HENRY L. WALDO, Tteo

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
8ANTA FE,

CEP COO

"STOitTTZ MANUFACTURER O- FPJcxican Filigree Jewelry

. O- -

DEALER IN

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China.
Repairing of fine watches and Jewelry work a specialty.

SHUO

BUGS

$
247 San Francisco

and IIDIAI

GOODS

FILIGREE

tt WHOLESALE ml RETU&

St

A TRADE TONIC.
"There's a flutter of joy in my bosom
Tonight,
A smile stealing over my face
A courage within giveth strength to
my voice
And I feel that I'm still in the race.
My heart beats with vigor as new
hopes arise
Hence I'm thrilling a glad roundelay,
For f can now get maple syrup in

When

get maple syrup in trade. .
rain was falling, a fog hid the
earth,
The weather as drear as could be,
The bookkeeper swore was cross as
a bear,
The office boy fought shy of me;
The world seemed out of gear until
I

A cold

I

Tom Smith came in
With that jug full of syrup so fine,
Says he, "I will guarantee this No. 1.
Can you use it on that bill of mine?"

trade,
first jugful came in today. m
Then sharp, chilly nights may be hard Could I? all my cares disappeared in
thin air
for the wheat,
And I reach for that jug with a smile
Tfco frost may heave clover awry.
The warm, pleasant days thaw the A sigh of relief eased the bookkeeper's
mud till the roads
heart
And the office boy capered the while
...Cactse the average merchant to sigh.
The sebicle trade may be dormant the They knew 'that my temper would now
remain sweet,
while,
need fear a tirade;
Yt you'd think that my fortune was ForThey no longer
made
nothing can ruffle my spirit's
sweet calm
CHiM you know of the sweet peace
When I get maple syrup in trade.
which dwells in my soul
"TVe

W. EE. GOEBBL
The Hardware Dealer

CATRdN BLOCK, NO 3M.

Alabastine
The Beaatifol Wall Coating
For the Home
For the Schools
Get color card

Prepare for the Garden

THE BEST IS
THE CHEAPEST

Field

GARDENTOOLS
HOSE

We Carry .. .
PAINTS, OILS AND
GLASS,

We have just received large
shipment of Rubber and Cotton
Hose. See Quality and get our
.
.
Price.

GLASSWARE,
LAMPS, ETC

Cathedral. First Sunday after Easter,
April 10, 1904. First mass at 6:30 o'clock
a. m. Second mass at 9:30, a. m., sermon
in English. Third mass at 10:30, sermon'
in Spanish. At 3 o'clock p. m., ceremony
of the renovation of the promises of
baptism by the children nf the first Com
munion and Kenedlctlon.
Guadalupe Church Tomorrow Sunday, April 10. There will two masses
the First at 7:00 a. m., the Second at
9:30 a.; in. Rosary and benedction. of
the Blessed Sacrament at 0.30 p m.
St. John's M. E. Church, Don Caspar
ave. Sunday-school- ,
,10 a. m ; Divine
services at 11 a. m.' and 7:30 p. m.
g
at 12 m. ;Junior League
3 p.m. Prayer-nieetiug- ,
Wednesday 7:30
p. in., followed by the study of the S. S.
lesson. All are welcome. W. A. Cooper,
Pastor.

BARBED WIRE

aocJC

WELTMER

j

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Fine Confectionery and Cigars

Class-meetin-

United States Designated Depositary.

1

Goods

Continued from Page Five.
tract of land in precinct No. 4, considBOOS, STATIOfiEY,
AGAZIJYES, PERIODICALS.
eration $20. Also a city deed from the
City of Santa Fe to the Methodist
Headquarters for
Episcopal Spanish Church conveying
the same property. A quit claim deed
from Thomas de Lallo and wife to
Francisco Herrera for lot No. 5, in'
block 24, in the town of Cerrillos, to208 San Francisco St.
Santa Fe. N. M.
gether with improvements, consideration private; also a warranty deed
from Francisco Herrera to Cleofas
Blake, conveying the same property.
Gibson & Dow, owners of the
SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING
Tent City, are contemplating
the construction of several adobe cotAt Oar
tages near the Tent City. These cot.?
tages are to be built in regular MexiLIST.
LETTER
Parlors
and
can style, Mexican fire places
Undertaking
List of letters remaining uncalled
roofs, with the exception that , they for in the
The Latest Scientific Methods of Eubalahf
N.
at
Santa
M.,
Fe,
postofflce
matched wood
will have modern
It is found for the week ending April two9, 1904. ire Employed. Calls Answered fna the Parlors Day or Night or by D0R0TE0 SENA, Afsa
floors and bath rooms.
weeks Prla Road. Oar
called for within
Parlors Consist of a Nicely and Appropriately Fitted Up Suite at No. U
that a good many eastern people would If not
like to come here and live during their will be sent to the dead letter offlce Uacola Avenue, West Side Plaia, Saata Fe, New Mexico.
at Washington:
JJ
sojourn in adobe houses. This sentH
I.ucero. Juan Jose
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
ment Managers Gibson & Dow will Alire, Helen
Mailluchit, P
Apodaca. Trinidad
fulfill by the construction of these Bookhamer, b F
Mares, s Alcarla
Overti-ultJS
Baca, F G Y
buildings. Their appearance will be Baca,
G
C Le
Ortega. Minerva
in
M
E
and
Mrs
Mrs
and
Juanita
Otero,
inviting
Curriz,
quite
picturesque
P. T
Franoisiiuita Pastoret,Jose
contrast with the tents of Sunmount as Carrio,
M
Gonzales
Padilla,
Perm, Mrs Indian
they will be entirely on one side and Crawford, WA E
Mrs
Joseflta
Romero,
constitute a soft back ground to the Chipman,
Gutierrez, Mrs Dolo- - Ada
Tent City.
ritas
Romero, Martina LilFINE MONUME NTS TO ORDE.
Garcia & Ortiz Messrs ian de
The weather yesterday in Santa Fe Gallegos,
Francisco Solinax, Gustave
A
C
A
if
Stevens,
was warm, and in comparison with Honoywell, A
P (2)
Selbluger, Graf von
that of Kansas and Nebraska, shows Hathaway.
Lucero. Maria Jesus Tapia, Jesus
Fernando
Juan
J
to
Tapia,
Iiiijan
Fe
a
is
Santa
that
delightful place
In calling please say advertised and
live. No sleet, no snow, as was the
case in the cities of the two states give the date.
PAUL A. P. WALTER,
mentioned. The maximum temperaPostmaster.
ture here was 55 degrees, at 4:25
o'clock yesterday afternoon; the minimum temperature at 6:30 o'clock yesAway ahead of all at Bon Ton.
terday morning was 28 degrees; the
mean temperature being 42 degrees.
The relative humidity was 20 per cent.
The temperature this morning at 6
o'clock was 25 degrees. Fair weather
is predicted for tonight and tomorrow,
Sunday, here with warmer weather in
the northern portion of the Territory. AND MISCELLANEOUS ADS- The tent cottage now being erected
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
for the use of A. R. Gibson at Sun- WANTED A girl to do general
mount will be ready for occupancy the libusework In a family of two. Apply
entire stock of
.
v
fifteenth instant. It is without ques for information at the New Mexican
tion the finest tent home in America. printing office.
MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
INDIAN
It will be furnished in keeping with
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.
FOR SALE Sweet cream
its design. Trees, shrubbery, flowers
and
and the lawn surrounding
the . resi- choice fresh new laid eggs for table
At less than Cost
dence will add greatly to the attrac- use. Also White Leghorn eggs for
tiveness of the place. Sunmount on setting. Send orders to Mrs. Hinckley.
account of its beautiful location and Johnson Street
TOURISTS:
t
from the fact that many eastern peoANY ONE desiring male help of any
Do
ple have purchased lots in the addition
adjoining the Tent City is bound to kind please notify Alan R. McCord,
&
grow and become a residence center Secretary Capital City Band.
of Santa Fe. The pure water afford
FOR SALE Fine saddle pony, In- ed, the perfect climate and the ab;
Send for Catalogue
sence of dust and insect pests make quire at Claire Hotel.
:
Sign ofthe Old Cart
most
it one of the
perfect homesites
Black Bass in any shape at Bon To:- -.
.Cor. San Franciscr Street and Burro Alley in the whole southwest.
Sun-mou-

J

Seasonable

Makes old furniture look like
new. Beautifies and preserves
all kinds of floors and woodwork.
Anybody can apply it.

M

MINOR CITY TOPICS
PALKN,

"The Dainty Decorator"

CHINAWARE,

Steam Fitters Supplies

SL J.

Lacqueret

SANTA FE, N. M

DUDROIV

GOLD'S OLD

& MONTEtJIE

CURIOSITY SHOP
CLOSING
OUT

SALE!

and

'

you know that you miss half of Santa Fe if
you do not visit our Curio Store Free Museum.
&

